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Abstract 
This paper establishes the equivalence between systems described 
by a single first-order hyperbolic partial differential equation and 
systems described by integral delay equations. System-theoretic 
results are provided for both classes of systems (among them 
converse Lyapunov results). The proposed framework can allow 
the study of discontinuous solutions for nonlinear systems 
described by a single first-order hyperbolic partial differential 
equation under the effect of measurable inputs acting on the 
boundary and/or on the differential equation. An illustrative 
example shows that the conversion of a system described by a 
single first-order hyperbolic partial differential equation to an 
integral delay system can simplify considerably the solution of the 
corresponding robust feedback stabilization problem.  
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1. Introduction 
 
The relation of first-order hyperbolic Partial Differential Equations (PDEs) with delay equations is 
well known. In many cases, a system of First-Order Hyperbolic PDEs (FOH-PDEs) can be 
transformed to a system described by Retarded Functional Differential Equations (see [8,9,23]), 
On the other hand, the recent works [12,13,14] have shown that systems of first-order hyperbolic 
PDEs can be utilized for the stabilization of delay systems.  
 
    However, recent works on the control of systems described by FOH-PDEs (see 
[1,2,3,4,5,12,19,21,22,26,27,28]) have led to the study of non-standard systems of FOH-PDEs 
with the following features: (i) the boundary conditions are given by functionals of the whole state 
profile, and (ii) the differential equations involve functionals of the whole state profile and not 
only point values of the states. It should be noted that for such systems there is no available 
existence-uniqueness theory similar to the theory of standard FOH-PDEs (see [15,24]): the 
researchers have utilized transformation arguments which can guarantee important system-
theoretic properties. Moreover, the existence of functionals of the whole state profile in the 
mathematical description of such systems do not allow the answer to the following question: 
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“What class of delay systems can be used for the description of  
non-standard systems of FOH-PDEs?” 
 
    In this work, we answer the above question for a class of systems described by a single FOH-
PDE. First, we show that the appropriate class of delay systems is a class which has been rarely 
studied, i.e., systems of the form: 
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where mW ℜ⊆  is a non-empty locally compact set with U∈0 , 0>r , ( )nt rLx ℜ−∈ ∞ );0,[ , 
( )WrLwt ];0,[−∈ ∞  are defined by ( ) )()( stxsxt +=  for )0,[ rs −∈ , ( ) )()( stwswt +=  for ]0,[ rs −∈  and ( ) ( ) nn WrLrLf ℜ→−×ℜ− ∞∞ ];0,[);0,[:  is a mapping.  We call the above class of delay systems a 
system described by Integral Delay Equations (IDEs). Systems of the form (1.1) have been 
studied in [9,16,17,18,20]. It should be noted at this point that systems described by IDEs have 
been utilized for a long time in the stabilization of finite-dimensional control systems with input 
delays (see [11,13,14]): every predictor feedback is a system described by an IDE, whose input is 
the state of the finite-dimensional control system. Indeed, a predictor feedback for the finite-
dimensional system 
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where we use x  to denote the control input and ( )nlocLv ℜℜ∈ +∞ ;  denotes the control actuator error, 
results in a static feedback law of the form: 
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where ( )nlocLu ℜℜ∈ +∞ ;  denotes the measurement error. Clearly, the above closed-loop system is the 
feedback interconnection of an time-invariant system described by ODEs and an integral delay 
system of the form (1.1). Therefore, the study of systems described by IDEs is important on its 
own. Important system-theoretic properties for the class of systems described by IDEs are 
provided in Section 2 of the present paper.  
 
   Secondly, we show that a class of systems described by a non-standard single FOH-PDE, 
namely systems of the form: 
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)),(()( tii xtwKtp = , for 0>t , Ni ,...,1=  and NN tptptp ℜ∈′= ))(),...,(()( 1                     (1.3) 
 
)),(()0,( txtwGtx = , for 0≥t                                                             (1.4) 
 
where 0>N  is an integer, ℜ∈),( ztx , mWtw ℜ⊆∈)( , mW ℜ⊆  is a locally compact set, 0>c  is a 
constant, ))(),...,(()( 1 zgzgzg N= , ( ) ℜ→ℜ× ∞ ];1,0(: LWG , ( ) ℜ→ℜ× ∞ ];1,0(: LWKi  ( Ni ,...,1= ) are 
functionals, ),( zpa , )(zgi  ( Ni ,...,1= ) are sufficiently regular scalar functions and tx  is the state 
profile (i.e., ( ) ),()( ztxzxt =  for all 0≥t  and ]1,0[∈z ), are equivalent to systems described by IDEs. 
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The equivalence allows the development of important system-theoretic results for the class of 
systems described by (1.2), (1.3) and (1.4) (Section 3 of the present paper). The obtained results 
can allow the study of measurable inputs mWtw ℜ⊆∈)( , which is an important feature because in 
many cases boundary conditions of the form (1.4) result from the implementation of stabilizing 
feedback laws (see [1,2,3,4,5,12,21,22]). However, the control action comes together with control 
actuator errors and measurement errors, which are typically modeled by measurable inputs.     
 
    Finally, the obtained results can allow the development of a methodology for the solution of 
control problems for systems described by a non-standard single FOH-PDE, namely systems of 
the form (1.2), (1.3), (1.4). The methodology is presented in Section 4 of the present paper by 
means of an illustrative example. The example shows many important features of the proposed 
methodology and a comparison is made with other existing methodologies.     
 
 
Notation. Throughout this paper, we adopt the following notation:  
 
∗  ),0[: +∞=ℜ+ .   
∗  Let ℜ⊆I  be an interval and mU ℜ⊆  be a set. By ( )UIL ;∞  we denote the space of measurable 
and essentially bounded functions )( ⋅u  defined on I  and taking values in mU ℜ⊆ . By ( )UIL ;μ , 
where ),1[ +∞∈μ , we denote the space of measurable functions )( ⋅u  defined on I  and taking 
values in mU ℜ⊆  for which +∞<∫I dssu μ)( . By ( )UILloc ;∞  we denote the space of measurable and 
locally essentially bounded functions )( ⋅u  defined on I  and taking values in mU ℜ⊆ , i.e., for 
every compact interval IJ ⊆  it holds that ( )UJLu ;∞∈ . For every ( )nILx ℜ∈ ∞ ; , where  ℜ⊆I  is an 
interval, we denote by x  the essential supremum of x , i.e., )(sup sxx
Is∈
= . For ( )nILx ℜ∈ ∞ ; , 
where ℜ⊆I  is an interval with Iba ⊆),[ , ba < , we define )(sup),[ sxx
bsa
ba <≤
= . 
∗  For a vector nx ℜ∈ , we denote by x′  its transpose and by x  its Euclidean norm.  
 
 
 
2. Systems Described by Integral Delay Equations  
 
We consider system (1.1) under the following assumptions: 
 
(H1) There exist non-decreasing functions ++ ℜ→ℜ:a , ++ ℜ→ℜ:M , ++ ℜ→ℜ:N  such that for 
every 0>R  and for every ( )nrLyx ℜ−∈ ∞ );0,[, , ( )WrLw ];0,[−∈ ∞   with Rx ≤ , Ry ≤ , Rw ≤  the 
following inequalities hold: 
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)(),( Rawxf ≤                                                               (2.2) 
 
(H2) For every 0>δ , ( )nrLx ℜ−∈ ∞ );,[ δ , ( )WrLw ];,[ δ−∈ ∞ , the function nrz ℜ→− ),[: δ  defined by 
)()( txtz =  for )0,[ rt −∈  a.e. and ),()( tt wxftz =  for ),0[ δ∈t  a.e. satisfies ( )nrLz ℜ−∈ ∞ );,[ δ . 
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Systems of the form (1.1) can represent integral delay equations of the form: 
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where 0>r , rN ≤≤≤≤< τττ ...0 21  are constants, nni Wp ℜ→×ℜ:  ( Ni ,...,1= ) are locally Lipschitz 
mappings, mW ℜ⊆  is a non-empty locally compact set and nn Wq ℜ→×ℜ×ℜ:  is a locally 
Lipschitz mapping. It can be shown that assumptions (H1), (H2) hold for this class of systems. 
The fact that assumption (H2) holds for this class of systems is a direct consequence of Lemma 1 
on page 4 in [6]. 
 
    The following result shows us that system (1.1) can be regarded as a time-invariant system with 
inputs, whose state space is ( )nrL ℜ−∞ );0,[  and whose input set is ( )WrL ];0,[−∞ . System (1.1) 
satisfies the classical semigroup property, the Boundedness-Implies-Continuation (BIC) property 
and the property of Lipschitz dependence on the initial conditions (see [10]).  
 
Theorem 2.1: Consider system (1.1) under assumptions (H1), (H2). Then for every ( )nrLx ℜ−∈ ∞ );0,[0 , ( )WrLw loc );,[ +∞−∈ ∞  there exists ],0(),( 0maxmax +∞∈= wxtt  with 
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 and a unique mapping ( )nloc trLx ℜ−∈ ∞ );,[ max  satisfying 
),()( tt wxftx =  for ),0[ maxtt∈  a.e. and )()( 0 txtx =  for )0,[ rt −∈  a.e.. Moreover, if +∞<maxt  then 
+∞=
−→
t
tt
x
max
suplim . Finally, there exist non-decreasing functions ++ ℜ→ℜ:P , ++ ℜ→ℜ:G  such that 
for every ( )nrLx ℜ−∈ ∞ );0,[0 , ( )nrLy ℜ−∈ ∞ );0,[0 , ( )WrLw loc );,[ +∞−∈ ∞  it holds that: 
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where ( )),(),,(min 0max0max wytwxt=δ , ⎟⎠
⎞⎜⎝
⎛=
≤≤≤≤≤≤ ττττττ
wyxts
ttt 000
sup,sup,supmax:)(  and 
( )nloc wxtrLx ℜ−∈ ∞ ));,(,[ 0max , ( )nloc wytrLy ℜ−∈ ∞ ));,(,[ 0max  are the unique mappings satisfying 
),()( tt wxftx =  for )),(,0[ 0max wxtt ∈  a.e., ),()( tt wyfty =  for )),(,0[ 0max uytt ∈  a.e. and )()( 0 txtx = , 
)()( 0 tyty =  for )0,[ rt −∈  a.e..     
 
Proof: Let arbitrary ( )nrLx ℜ−∈ ∞ );0,[0 , ( )WrLw loc );,[ +∞−∈ ∞ . Define ⎟⎠⎞⎜⎝⎛= ≤≤− )(sup,max: 0 tuxs rtr  and select 
arbitrary np ℜ∈  with sp ≤ . Define )()( 0)1( txtx =  for )0,[ rt −∈  a.e. and ptx =)()1(  for ),0[ rt ∈ . 
Clearly, ( )nrrLx ℜ−∈ ∞ );,[)1(  with sx
r
≤
<≤
)1(
0
sup ττ
.  
 
Without loss of generality we may assume that the non-decreasing function ++ ℜ→ℜ:a  involved 
in (2.2) satisfies tta ≥)(  for all 0≥t . Let ),0( r∈δ  be such that: 
 
1)(2 <δRN , for )(5 saR =                                                        (2.4) 
 
Using induction and assumption (H2), we can guarantee that the sequence of functions 
nk rx ℜ→− ),[:)( δ  for 1≥k  defined by:  
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)()( 0
)( txtx k =  for )0,[ rt −∈  a.e. and ),()( )1()( tktk wxftx −=  for ),0[ δ∈t  a.e. for 2≥k  
 
satisfies ( )nk rLx ℜ−∈ ∞ );,[)( δ  for 1≥k .  
 
Notice that (2.2) in conjunction with the facts that sx
r
≤
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)1(
0
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≤
≤≤ ττ0
sup  implies that  
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We next claim that  
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The proof of the claim is made by induction. We first notice that by virtue of (2.5) the claim is 
true for 1=k  and 2=k . Next suppose that the claim is true for certain 2≥k . Notice that, by virtue 
of (2.1) and the fact that )(5 saR = , the following inequality holds for all kl ,...,2=  and for almost 
all ),0[ δ∈t : 
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Since (2.7) holds for almost all ),0[ δ∈t  and since )()()( 0)()1( txtxtx ll ==+  for almost all )0,[ rt −∈  and 
for all 1≥l , we get: 
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Inequality (2.8) implies that:  
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Using the triangle inequality repeatedly and the fact that 2/1)( ≤δRN  (a consequence of (2.4)), we 
get for all kl ,...,2= : 
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It follows from (2.5) and (2.10) that  
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and therefore we have proved (2.6). 
 
    The existence of ( )nrLx ℜ−∈ ∞ );,[ δ  satisfying ),()( tt wxftx =  for ),0[ δ∈t  a.e. and )()( 0 txtx =  for 
)0,[ rt −∈  a.e. follows closely the proof of Banach’s fixed point theorem on the closed set 
( )BrL );,[ δ−∞ , where nB ℜ⊆  denotes the closed ball of radius )(5 sa . Since (2.9) holds for all 0≥m , 
the sequence ( )BrLx k );,[)( δ−∈ ∞  is a Cauchy sequence. Therefore, there exists a unique limit 
( )BrLx );,[ δ−∈ ∞ . Assumption (H1) (inequality (2.1)) implies that the right hand side of the 
inequality 
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can be made arbitrarily small for sufficiently large 1≥k  and for almost all ),0[ δ∈t  and 
consequently, we obtain ),()( tt wxftx =  for ),0[ δ∈t  a.e..  
 
     In order to prove uniqueness, we use a contradiction argument. Suppose that there exists ( )nrLy ℜ−∈ ∞ );,[ δ  satisfying ),()( tt wyfty =  for ),0[ δ∈t  a.e. and )()( 0 txty =  for )0,[ rt −∈  a.e. with 
0)()(sup >−
<≤−
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contradiction argument shows that δ<p . Since ),0[ δ∈p  is the least upper bound of all ),0[ δ∈t  
with 0)()(sup =−
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follows from (2.1) for almost all ),( δpt ∈  and pth −= : 
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pt δ , a contradiction. 
 
    Since the unique function ( )nrLx ℜ−∈ ∞ );,[ δ  satisfying ),()( tt wxftx =  for ),0[ δ∈t  a.e. and 
)()( 0 txtx =  for )0,[ rt −∈  a.e. is bounded, it follows (by repeating the arguments above) that there 
exists δδ >′  and a unique function ( )nrLx ℜ′−∈ ∞ );,[ δ  satisfying ),()( tt wxftx =  for ),0[ δ ′∈t  a.e. and 
)()( 0 txtx =  for )0,[ rt −∈  a.e.. More specifically, by virtue of (2.4), δδ >′  satisfies 
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Let ],0(),( 0maxmax +∞∈= wxtt  be the least upper bound of all 0>δ  for which there exists function ( )nrLx ℜ−∈ ∞ );,[ δ  satisfying ),()( tt wxftx =  for ),0[ δ∈t  a.e. and )()( 0 txtx =  for )0,[ rt −∈  a.e.. If 
+∞<maxt  (i.e., is finite) then for every 0>ε  there exists εδ −> maxt  and a function ( )nrLx ℜ−∈ ∞ );,[ δ  
satisfying ),()( tt wxftx =  for ),0[ δ∈t  a.e. and )()( 0 txtx =  for )0,[ rt −∈  a.e.. It follows in any case 
( +∞<maxt  or +∞=maxt ) that there exists a function ( )nloc trLx ℜ−∈ ∞ );,[ max  satisfying ),()( tt wxftx =  for 
),0[ maxtt ∈  a.e. and )()( 0 txtx =  for )0,[ rt −∈  a.e..  
 
For the case +∞<maxt  we notice that (2.13) implies the inequality 
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 for 
all 0>ε  and εδ −> maxt . The inequality ε
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⎛ ⎟⎠
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 cannot hold for 
all 0>ε  if +∞<
<≤−
)(sup
max
sx
tsr
. Therefore, if +∞<maxt  then +∞=−→ ttt xmax
suplim . 
 
    Finally, we proceed to the constructive proof of estimate (2.3). Let ( )nrLx ℜ−∈ ∞ );0,[0 , ( )nrLy ℜ−∈ ∞ );0,[0 , ( )WrLw loc );,[ +∞−∈ ∞  and let ( )nloc wxtrLx ℜ−∈ ∞ ));,(,[ 0max , ( )nloc wytrLy ℜ−∈ ∞ ));,(,[ 0max  be 
the unique mappings satisfying ),()( tt wxftx =  for )),(,0[ 0max wxtt∈  a.e., ),()( tt wyfty =  for 
)),(,0[ 0max wytt∈  a.e. and )()( 0 txtx = , )()( 0 tyty =  for )0,[ rt −∈  a.e.. Define 
( )),(),,(min 0max0max wytwxt=δ . For all ),0( δ∈t  we define ⎟⎠
⎞⎜⎝
⎛=
≤≤≤≤≤≤ ττττττ
wyxts
ttt 000
sup,sup,supmax:)(  and 
N
th = , where ( )⎥⎦
⎤⎢⎣
⎡ ++=
),min(
))((211
tr
tsrNtN  and ( )⎥⎦
⎤⎢⎣
⎡ +
),min(
))((21
tr
tsrNt  denotes the integer part of the real 
( )
),min(
))((21
tr
tsrNt + . Inequality (2.1) implies for almost all ),0[ hv∈ : 
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0
))(()()(sup))((),(),()()( yxtsMqvyqvxhtsNwyfwxfvyvx
qh
vvvv −++−+≤−=− <≤−         (2.14) 
 
Notice that since 2/1))(( ≤htsN  we get from (2.14): 
 
00)))((21()()(sup yxtsMqyqx
hqr
−+≤−
<≤−
                                               (2.15) 
 
Using induction and similar arguments we can prove that the following inequality holds for 
Ni ,...,1=  
 
00)))((21()()(sup yxtsMqyqx
i
ihqr
−+≤−
<≤−
                                            (2.16) 
 
Since ( ) ( ) ( )
r
tsrNttsrN
tr
tsrNt
tr
tsrNtN ))((21))((22
),min(
))((211
),min(
))((211 +++≤++≤⎥⎦
⎤⎢⎣
⎡ ++= , we obtain from (2.16) 
for Ni = : 
 
( ) ( )( ) 001))((22 )))((21ln())((2exp))((21)()(sup yxttsMrtsNtsMqyqx tsrN
tqr
−+++≤− −+
<≤−
          (2.17) 
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Inequality (2.17) directly implies estimate (2.3) with ( ) )(22)(21:)( srNsMsG ++=  and ( ) ))(21ln()(2:)( 1 sMrsNsP ++= − .  
 
The proof is complete.           
 
     Having proved Theorem 2.1, we are justified for arbitrary ( )nrLx ℜ−∈ ∞ );0,[0 , ( )WrLw loc );,[ +∞−∈ ∞  
to name the unique mapping ( )nloc trLx ℜ−∈ ∞ );,[ max  satisfying ),()( tt wxftx =  for ),0[ maxtt ∈  a.e., 
)()( 0 txtx =  for )0,[ rt −∈  a.e. for certain ],0(),( 0maxmax +∞∈= wxtt  as “the solution )(tx  of (1.1) with 
initial condition )()( 0 txtx =  for )0,[ rt −∈  a.e., corresponding to input ( )WrLw loc );,[ +∞−∈ ∞ ”, without 
explicit reference to the maximal existence time of the solution ],0(),( 0maxmax +∞∈= wxtt . 
 
A number of system-theoretic properties can be proved by using the results of Theorem 2.1. More 
specifically, we study system (1.1) under assumptions (H1), (H2) and the following assumption: 
 
(H3) ),( udw = , where 1mDd ℜ⊆∈  is a compact set, 2mUu ℜ⊆∈  is a locally compact set with 
U∈0 and 21 mmm += . Moreover, there exists ∞∈Kb  such that for every ( )nrLx ℜ−∈ ∞ );0,[ , 
( )DrLd ];0,[−∈ ∞ , ( )UrLu ];0,[−∈ ∞ , the following inequality holds: 
 
⎟⎟⎠
⎞
⎜⎜⎝
⎛ ⎟⎠
⎞⎜⎝
⎛≤
≤≤−
)(sup,max),,(
0
suxbudxf
sr
                                          (2.18) 
 
Assumption (H3) means that the system's right-hand side is uniformly bounded with respect to the 
disturbance d  and the right-hand side is zero when the state x  and input u  are zero, irrespective 
of the disturbance d . This means, in particular, that the origin is an equilibrium when the input u  
is zero, irrespective of the value of the disturbance d , which excludes, for example, systems that 
have an additive disturbance in the model's right-hand side. In Example 2.7 we provide a simple 
system that captures some of the essence of assumption (H3) and the system's dependence on d . 
 
We are ready to give a list of properties for system (1.1) that are derived from the results of 
Theorem 2.1. 
 
Property 1: Robustness of the equilibrium point.  
 
Assumption (H3) guarantees that ( )nrL ℜ−∈ ∞ );0,[0  is an equilibrium point for system (1.1), when u  
is zero and for any d . However, in order to study the robust stability properties of the equilibrium 
point of (1.1) we need a stronger assertion, namely that ( )nrL ℜ−∈ ∞ );0,[0  is a robust equilibrium 
point for the system (1.1) with input 2mUu ℜ⊆∈  (see [10]).  
 
Theorem 2.2: Consider system (1.1) under assumptions (H1), (H2), (H3). The function ( )nrL ℜ−∈ ∞ );0,[0  is a robust equilibrium point for the system (1.1) with input 2mUu ℜ⊆∈ , i.e., for 
all 0>ε  and 0≥T  there exists 0),(: >= Tεδδ  such that for every ( )nrLx ℜ−∈ ∞ );0,[0 , 
( )DrLd );,[ +∞−∈ ∞ , ( )UrLu loc );,[ +∞−∈ ∞  with δ<+ ≥ tt ux 00 sup  there exists ],(),,( 0maxmax +∞∈= Tudxtt  and 
a unique mapping ( )nloc trLx ℜ−∈ ∞ );,[ max  satisfying ),,()( ttt udxftx =  for ),0[ maxtt ∈  a.e., )()( 0 txtx =  for 
)0,[ rt −∈  a.e. and ε<tx  for all ],0[ Tt ∈ .  
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Proof: Since 1mD ℜ⊆  is compact, we are in the position to define dQ
Dd∈
= max: . Without loss of 
generality, we may assume that the function ∞∈Kb  involved in (2.18) satisfies ssb ≥)(  for all 
0≥s . Let arbitrary 0>ε , 0≥T  be given and define: 
 
)2/(:),( 1 εκεδ −=T , 
	 DD
timesl
l ggg ...: )( ==κ , 1+⎥⎦
⎤⎢⎣
⎡= ρ
Tl  and  ( )( )ερ ++= QbrN
r
521
            (2.19) 
where )(5:)( sbsg =  for all 0≥s , ⎥⎦
⎤⎢⎣
⎡
ρ
T  is the integer part of ρ
T  and ++ ℜ→ℜ:N  is the function 
involved in (2.1). Let arbitrary ( )nrLx ℜ−∈ ∞ );0,[0 , ( )DrLd );,[ +∞−∈ ∞ , ( )UrLu loc );,[ +∞−∈ ∞  with 
δ<+
≥ tt
ux
0
0 sup  and consider the unique mapping ( )nloc trLx ℜ−∈ ∞ );,[ max  satisfying ),,()( ttt udxftx =  
for ),0[ maxtt ∈  a.e., )()( 0 txtx =  for )0,[ rt −∈  a.e. for certain ],0(),,( 0maxmax +∞∈= udxtt . Using (2.18), 
the fact that δ<
≥ tt
u
0
sup , the fact that εδ ≤  (a direct consequence of definition (2.19)), the fact that 
dQ
Dd∈
= max:  and proceeding exactly as in the proof of Theorem 2.1, we can show that: 
 
“For all ),0[ max0 tt ∈  with ε≤0tx  it holds that ( )( )δ,max 0tt xgx ≤ , for all ],[ 00 ρ+∈ ttt ”  (2.20) 
 
We next claim that ( )δρ )(ii gx ≤ , for all li ,...,1=  ( ρix  is the norm tx  for ρit = ). The claim is a 
direct consequence of property (2.20) and definition (2.19). Therefore, we get ( )δκ≤tx  for all 
],0[ ρlt∈ . Since Tl ≥ρ  (a direct consequence of the fact that 1+⎥⎦
⎤⎢⎣
⎡= ρ
Tl ; recall (2.19)) and 
)2/(1 εκδ −=  (recall (2.19)), we obtain ε<tx  for all ],0[ Tt∈ . The proof is complete.         
 
 
Property 2: Robust Global Asymptotic Stability and Input-to-State Stability 
 
Using the results contained in [10], we are in a position to define the notion of (Uniform) Robust 
Global Asymptotic Stability and Input-to-State Stability (ISS) for system (1.1) under assumptions 
(H1), (H2), (H3). The notion of ISS for systems described by IDEs is completely analogous to the 
corresponding notion introduced by E. D. Sontag for finite-dimensional systems in [25].  
 
Definition 2.3: Consider system (1.1) under assumptions (H1), (H2), (H3) and assume that for 
every ( )nrLx ℜ−∈ ∞ );0,[0 , ( )DrLd );,[ +∞−∈ ∞ , ( )UrLu loc );,[ +∞−∈ ∞ , there exists ( )nloc rLx ℜ+∞−∈ ∞ );,[  
satisfying ),,()( ttt udxftx =  for ),0[ +∞∈t  a.e., )()( 0 txtx =  for )0,[ rt −∈  a.e.. We say that system (1.1) 
is Input-to-State Stable (ISS) from the input 2mUu ℜ⊆∈  uniformly in 1mDd ℜ⊆∈ , if there exists a 
continuous non-decreasing function ++ ℜ→ℜ:γ  such that the following properties hold: 
 
Robust Lagrange Stability: For every 0>ε  it holds that  
 
( ) ( ) ( ) +∞<⎭⎬⎫⎩⎨⎧ +∞−∈+∞−∈≤≥− ∞∞≤≤ UrLuDrLdxtux locstst );,[,);,[,,0:supsup 00 εγ . 
 
Robust Lyapunov Stability: For every 0>ε  there exists 0)(: >= εδδ  such that  
 
( ) ( ) ( ) εδγ <⎭⎬⎫⎩⎨⎧ +∞−∈+∞−∈≤≥− ∞∞≤≤ UrLuDrLdxtux locstst );,[,);,[,,0:supsup 00 . 
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Uniform Robust Attractivity: For every 0>ε  and 0≥R  there exists 0),(: >= Rεττ  such that  
 
( ) ( ) ( ) ετγ <⎭⎬⎫⎩⎨⎧ +∞−∈+∞−∈≤≥− ∞∞≤≤ UrLuDrLdRxtux locstst );,[,);,[,,:supsup 00 . 
 
If }0{=U  then we say that ( )nrL ℜ−∈ ∞ );0,[0  is (Uniformly) Robustly Globally Asymptotically Stable 
(RGAS) for (1.1).  
 
Lemma 2.1, Lemma 4.2 in [10] and Theorem 2.2 in [10] give us the following result.  
 
Theorem 2.4: Consider system (1.1) under assumptions (H1), (H2), (H3). Then the following 
statements are equivalent: 
 
(a) System (1.1) is ISS from the input 2mUu ℜ⊆∈  uniformly in 1mDd ℜ⊆∈ . 
 
(b) There exists KL∈σ  and a continuous, non-decreasing function ++ ℜ→ℜ:γ  such that for every ( )nrLx ℜ−∈ ∞ );0,[0 , ( )DrLd );,[ +∞−∈ ∞ , ( )UrLu loc );,[ +∞−∈ ∞ , there exists ( )nloc rLx ℜ+∞−∈ ∞ );,[  satisfying 
),,()( ttt udxftx =  for ),0[ +∞∈t  a.e., )()( 0 txtx =  for )0,[ rt −∈  a.e. and ( ) ( )s
ts
t utxx γσ ≤≤+≤ 00 sup,  for all 
0≥t .  
 
Furthermore, if }0{=U  then the following statement is equivalent to statements (a), (b): 
 
(c)  System (1.1) is Robustly Forward Complete, i.e., for every 0≥T  and 0≥R  it holds that 
( ){ } +∞<+∞−∈≤∈ ∞ DrLdRxTtxt );,[,,],0[:sup 0 , where )(tx  denotes the solution of (1.1) with 
)()( 0 txtx =  for )0,[ rt −∈  a.e., corresponding to input ( )DrLd );,[ +∞−∈ ∞ , and the property of Uniform 
Robust Attractivity of Definition 2.3 holds.  
 
 
Property 3: Lyapunov Characterization of RGAS 
 
Theorem 3.4 in [10] and the results of Theorems 2.1, 2.2 allow us to obtain a complete Lyapunov 
characterization for the RGAS property for system (1.1).  
 
Theorem 2.5: Consider system (1.1) under assumptions (H1), (H2), (H3) and assume that 
}0{=U . The equilibrium point ( )nrL ℜ−∈ ∞ );0,[0  is RGAS for (1.1) if and only if there exists a 
functional ( ) +∞ ℜ→ℜ− nrLV );0,[: , a non-decreasing function ++ ℜ→ℜ:Q  and functions ∞∈Kaa 21,  
such that the following inequalities hold:  
 ( ) ( )xaxVxa 21 )( ≤≤ , for all ( )nrLx ℜ−∈ ∞ );0,[                                        (2.21) 
 ( )( ) yxyxQyVxV −≤− ,max)()( , for all ( )nrLyx ℜ−∈ ∞ );0,[,                        (2.22) 
 
Moreover, for every ( )nrLx ℜ−∈ ∞ );0,[0 , ( )DrLd );,[ +∞−∈ ∞ , the solution )(tx  of (1.1) with initial 
condition )()( 0 txtx =  for )0,[ rt −∈  a.e., corresponding to input ( )DrLd );,[ +∞−∈ ∞  satisfies: 
 
( ) )(exp)( 0xVtxV t −≤ , for all 0≥t                                              (2.23) 
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Inequality (2.22) guarantees that the functional ( ) +∞ ℜ→ℜ− nrLV );0,[:  is Lipschitz on bounded sets 
of the state space ( )nrL ℜ−∞ );0,[ . However, inequality (2.22) does not guarantee Frechet 
differentiability of the functional ( ) +∞ ℜ→ℜ− nrLV );0,[:  nor that the limit ( ))()(lim 01
0
xVxVt t
t
−−
→ +
 exists 
for the solution )(tx  of (1.1) with initial condition )()( 0 txtx =  for )0,[ rt −∈  a.e., corresponding to 
input ( )DrLd );,[ +∞−∈ ∞ . Notice that inequality (2.23) guarantees that for every ( )nrLx ℜ−∈ ∞ );0,[0 , 
( )DrLd );,[ +∞−∈ ∞ , the solution )(tx  of (1.1) with initial condition )()( 0 txtx =  for )0,[ rt −∈  a.e., 
corresponding to input ( )DrLd );,[ +∞−∈ ∞  satisfies ( ) )()()(suplim 001
0
xVxVxVt t
t
−≤−−
→ +
.  
 
Property 4: Sufficient Conditions for Stability Properties 
 
Theorem 2.5 is not the most convenient way of proving RGAS or ISS for (1.1). For practical 
purposes we can use the following result, which is an extension of the classical Razumikhin 
theorem for time delay systems (see [8,10]).  
 
Theorem 2.6:  Consider system (1.1) under assumptions (H1), (H2), (H3). Assume that there 
exists a continuous, positive definite and radially unbounded function +ℜ→ℜnW : , a continuous, 
non-decreasing function ++ ℜ→ℜ:γ  and a constant )1,0(∈λ  such that the following inequality 
holds for all ( )nrLx ℜ−∈ ∞ );0,[ , ( )DrLd ];0,[−∈ ∞ , ( )UrLu ];0,[−∈ ∞ : 
 
( ) ( )usxWudxfW
sr
γλ +≤
<≤−
))((sup),,(
0
                                          (2.24) 
Then system (1.1) is ISS from the input 2mUu ℜ⊆∈  uniformly in 1mDd ℜ⊆∈ . 
 
Proof: Define the functional: 
 
( ) ))((expsup:)(
0
sxWsxV
sr
σ
<≤−
= , for all ( )nrLx ℜ−∈ ∞ );0,[                                       (2.25) 
where ⎟⎟⎠
⎞
⎜⎜⎝
⎛ ⎟⎠
⎞⎜⎝
⎛∈ λσ
1ln1,0
r
 is a constant. Since +ℜ→ℜnW :  is a continuous, positive definite and 
radially unbounded function, there exist functions ∞∈Kaa 21,  such that: 
 ( ) ( )xaxWxa 21 )( ≤≤ , for all nx ℜ∈                                                      (2.26) 
 
Using (2.25) and (2.26) we conclude that the following inequality holds: 
 ( ) ( )xaxVxa 21 )(~ ≤≤ , for all ( )nrLx ℜ−∈ ∞ );0,[                                         (2.27) 
 
where ( ) ( ) ( )sarsa 11 exp:~ σ−= , for all 0≥s .  
 
Let arbitrary ( )nrLx ℜ−∈ ∞ );0,[0 , ( )DrLd );,[ +∞−∈ ∞ , ( )UrLu );,[ +∞−∈ ∞  and consider the unique 
solution )(tx  of (1.1) with initial condition )()( 0 txtx =  for )0,[ rt −∈  a.e., corresponding to inputs 
( )DrLd );,[ +∞−∈ ∞ , ( )UrLu loc );,[ +∞−∈ ∞ . Let arbitrary )),,(,0( 0max udxtt∈ , where 0),,( 0max >udxt  is the 
maximal existence time of the solution and let ( )tudxth −∈ ),,(,0 0max . Using definition (2.25) we 
get:  
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( )
( ) ( )
( ) ( ) ( )
( ) ⎟⎠
⎞⎜⎝
⎛ +−≤
⎟⎠
⎞⎜⎝
⎛ +++−=
⎟⎠
⎞⎜⎝
⎛ ++++=
++=
<≤
<≤−<≤+−
<≤−−<≤−
<≤−+
))((sup,)(expmax
))((expsup,))((expsupexpmax
))((expsup,))((expsupmax
))((expsup:)(
0
00
0
0
stxWxVh
shtxWsstxWsh
shtxWsshtxWs
shtxWsxV
hs
t
shshr
shhsr
sr
ht
σ
σσσ
σσ
σ
                   (2.28) 
Using (2.24) we get for almost all ),0[ hq∈ : 
   
( ) ( )ustxWstxWudxfWqtxW
qssqr
qtqtqt γλ +⎟⎟⎠
⎞
⎜⎜⎝
⎛ ++≤=+
<≤<≤+−+++
))((sup,))((supmax),,())((
00
      (2.29) 
 
where t
t
uu
0
sup
≥
= . Definition (2.25) and inequality (2.29) gives: 
 
( ) ( )ustxWxVrqtxW
hs
t
hq
γσλ +⎟⎠
⎞⎜⎝
⎛ +≤+
<≤<≤
))((sup,)(expmax))((sup
00
 
which directly implies: 
( ) ( )uxVrqtxW t
hq
γλσλ −+≤+<≤ 1
1)(exp))((sup
0
                                               (2.30) 
 
Since ( ) ( )hr σσλ −≤ expexp  for all rh −⎟⎠
⎞⎜⎝
⎛≤ λσ
1ln1  (notice that ⎟⎟⎠
⎞
⎜⎜⎝
⎛ ⎟⎠
⎞⎜⎝
⎛∈ λσ
1ln1,0
r
), we get from (2.28), 
(2.30) for all ( )tudxth −∈ ),,(,0 0max  with rh −⎟⎠
⎞⎜⎝
⎛≤ λσ
1ln1 : 
 
 ( ) ( )uxVhxV tht γλσ −+−≤+ 1 1)(exp)(                                                    (2.31) 
 
Using the Boundedness-Implies-Continuation property, inequalities (2.27), (2.31) and a standard 
contradiction argument, we conclude that +∞=),,( 0max udxt . Therefore, we conclude that (2.31) 
holds for all 0≥t  and 0≥h  with rh −⎟⎠
⎞⎜⎝
⎛≤ λσ
1ln1 .  
Using induction and (2.31) we show that ( ) ( ) ( )∑−
=
−−+−≤
1
0
0 exp1
1)(exp)(
i
j
ih hjuxVhixV σγλσ , for all 
integers 1≥i  and rh −⎟⎠
⎞⎜⎝
⎛= λσ
1ln1 . Consequently, the previous inequality in conjunction with (2.31) 
shows that ( ) ( )
)exp(1
)exp(2
1
1)()(exp)( 0 h
huxVihqxV qih σ
σγλσ −−
−−
−++−≤+ , for all integers 0≥i , rh −⎟⎠
⎞⎜⎝
⎛= λσ
1ln1  
and for all ⎟⎟⎠
⎞⎢⎣
⎡ −⎟⎠
⎞⎜⎝
⎛∈ rq λσ
1ln1,0 . Since, for every 0≥t  there exists integer 0≥i  and 
⎟⎟⎠
⎞⎢⎣
⎡ −⎟⎠
⎞⎜⎝
⎛∈ rq λσ
1ln1,0  with qiht += , we obtain: 
( ) ( )u
r
rxVtxV t γσλ
σλ
λσ )exp(1
)exp(2
1
1)(exp)( 0 −
−
−+−≤ , for all 0≥t                              (2.32) 
 
Inequality (2.32) in conjunction with (2.27) gives for all 0>ε : 
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( ) ( ) ( ) ( )⎟⎟⎠
⎞
⎜⎜⎝
⎛
−
−
−
+−+≤
−
u
r
rxatxa t γσλ
σλ
λ
εσε
)exp(1
)exp(2
1
1,exp)1(max~
1
021 , for all 0≥t                   (2.32) 
 
Inequality (2.32) shows that there exists KL∈σ  and a continuous, non-decreasing function 
++ ℜ→ℜ:~γ  such that for every ( )nrLx ℜ−∈ ∞ );0,[0 , ( )DrLd );,[ +∞−∈ ∞ , ( )UrLu );,[ +∞−∈ ∞ , there exists ( )nloc rLx ℜ+∞−∈ ∞ );,[  satisfying ),,()( ttt udxftx =  for ),0[ +∞∈t  a.e., )()( 0 txtx =  for )0,[ rt −∈  a.e. and ( ) ( )utxxt γσ ~,0 +≤  for all 0≥t . A standard causality argument shows that the estimate ( ) ( )s
ts
t utxx γσ ~sup,
0
0 ≤≤
+≤  holds for all 0≥t  and ( )UrLu loc );,[ +∞−∈ ∞ . Therefore, Theorem 2.4 implies 
that system (1.1) is ISS from the input 2mUu ℜ⊆∈  uniformly in 1mDd ℜ⊆∈ . The proof is 
complete.             
 
 
Example 2.7: Consider the linear system described by the single IDE: 
 
ℜ∈−∈ℜ∈
++= ∫
−
)(,]1,1[)(,)(
)()()()()(
0
1
tutdtx
tudsstxsqtdtx                                                   (2.33) 
 
where ℜ→− ]0,1[:q  is a continuous function. Using Theorem 2.6 with xxW =)( , we can conclude 
that system (2.33) is ISS from the input ℜ∈u  under the assumption that there exists )1,0(∈λ  such 
that λ≤∫
−
0
1
)( dssq . In fact, following the proof of Theorem 2.6, we can show that the gain function 
of the input ℜ∈u  is linear.        
 
 
 
3. Systems Described by a Single First-Order Hyperbolic Partial Differential 
Equation  
 
Consider the system described by a single FOH-PDE of the form (1.2), (1.3), (1.4) under the 
following assumption: 
 
(A1) There exist non-decreasing functions ++ ℜ→ℜ:L , ++ ℜ→ℜ:σ  such that the functionals 
( ) ℜ→ℜ×ℜ ∞ ];1,0(: LG m , ( ) ℜ→ℜ×ℜ ∞ ];1,0(: LK mi  ( Ni ,...,1= ) satisfy the following inequalities for all 
0≥R : 
 
( ) ( ))()(sup)()()(sup)(),(),(),(),(
101
zyzxRLzyzxhRLywKxwKywGxwG
zhhz
N
i
ii −+−≤−+− ≤<≤<=∑ , 
for all )1,0(∈h , Ww∈  with Rw ≤  and ( )],[];1,0(, RRLyx −∈ ∞                                  (3.1) 
 
)(),(),(
1
RxwKxwG
N
i
i σ≤+∑
=
, 
for all Ww∈  with Rw ≤  and ( )],[];1,0( RRLx −∈ ∞                                            (3.2) 
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We show next how to transform system (1.2), (1.3), (1.4) under assumption (A1) to an equivalent 
system described by IDEs.  
 
Consider a classical solution of (1.2), (1.3), (1.4) with sufficiently regular initial condition 
)(),0( 0 zxzx =  for ]1,0(∈z  corresponding to a sufficiently regular input Ww →ℜ+: . We assume that 
the solution exists for all Jt ∈ , where +ℜ⊆J  is an interval with non-empty interior and J∈0 . 
First, we define for Jt ∈ : 
)),(()( txtwGtv =                                                                   (3.3) 
 
If we define: 
 
∫ ∫∫
− −−
+⎟⎟
⎟
⎠
⎞
⎜⎜
⎜
⎝
⎛
+−−⎟⎟
⎟
⎠
⎞
⎜⎜
⎜
⎝
⎛
+−=−
0
0
0
)())(())(),((exp)())(),((exp)(
q qq
dpqcgdssqcspacqxdssqcspaqv τττ
τ
,  
for almost all ],0( 1−∈ cq                                                                            (3.4) 
 
then integration on the characteristic line allows us to conclude that the solution of (1.2), (1.3), 
(1.4) must satisfy the following equation for all Jt ∈  and ]1,0[∈z : 
 
∫ ∫∫
−− −
−
−
−+⎟⎟⎠
⎞
⎜⎜⎝
⎛
−++−⎟⎟
⎟
⎠
⎞
⎜⎜
⎜
⎝
⎛
−+=
t
zct
tt
zct
dptczgdstsczspazctvdstsczspaztx
11
)())(())(),((exp)())(),((exp),( 1 τττ
τ
   (3.5) 
 
Let ( )Nt cLp ℜ−∈ −∞ );0,[ 1  be the mapping defined by ( ) )()( stpspt +=  for Jt ∈ , )0,[ 1−−∈ cs . Similarly, 
let ( )ℜ−∈ −∞ );0,[ 1cLvt  be the mapping defined by ( ) )()( stvsvt +=  for Jt ∈ , )0,[ 1−−∈ cs . Clearly, 
equation (3.5) allows us to define for every ( )NcLp ℜ−∈ −∞ );0,[ 1  a bounded linear operator ( ) ( )ℜ→ℜ− ∞−∞ ];1,0();0,[:)( 1 LcLpA  and a mapping ( ) ( )ℜ→ℜ− ∞−∞ ];1,0();0,[: 1 LcLB N , so that the 
following equation holds for all Jt ∈ : 
 
)()( tttt pBvpAx +=                                                                    (3.6a) 
 
where  
 
∫ ∫
∫
−
−
−
−
−
+⎟⎟⎠
⎞
⎜⎜⎝
⎛
+=
−⎟⎟
⎟
⎠
⎞
⎜⎜
⎜
⎝
⎛
++=
0 0
1
0
1
1
)()()),((exp:)))(((
)()),((exp:))()((
zc s
zc
dsspcszgdqcqzqpazpB
zcvdqcqzqtpazvpA
, for ]1,0(∈z                 (3.6b) 
 
It follows from (3.3) and (3.6a) that the following equations hold for all Jt ∈ : 
 
),),(()( ttii vptwFtp = , for Ni ,...,1=  and ),),(()( 1 ttN vptwFtv +=                        (3.7) 
 
where the mappings ( ) ℜ→ℜ−× +−∞ 11 );0,[: Ni cLWF  ( 1,...,1 += Ni ) are defined for every ( )11 );0,[),,( +−∞ ℜ−×∈ NcLWvpw  by the equations: 
 
))()(,(),,( pBvpAwKvpwF ii += , for Ni ,...,1=  and  ))()(,(),,(1 pBvpAwGvpwFN +=+            (3.8) 
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In other words, every classical solution tx  of (1.2), (1.3), (1.4) corresponds to a solution ( )11 );0,[),( +−∞ ℜ−∈ Ntt cLvp  of the system described by the integral delay equations (3.7), (3.8).  
 
The procedure described above is rigorous and the system described by the IDEs (3.7), (3.8) is 
equivalent to the system described by the single FOH-PDE (1.2), (1.3), (1.4). This is shown by the 
following theorem.  
 
Theorem 3.1: Assume that )];1,0[(0 ℜ×ℜ∈ NCa  is locally Lipschitz and )];1,0([0 ℜ∈Cgi  ( Ni ,...,1= ). 
Moreover, assume that there exist non-decreasing functions ++ ℜ→ℜ:L , ++ ℜ→ℜ:σ  such that 
the functionals ( ) ℜ→ℜ× ∞ ];1,0(: LWG , ( ) ℜ→ℜ× ∞ ];1,0(: LWKi  ( Ni ,...,1= ) satisfy inequalities (3.1), 
(3.2) for all 0≥R . Finally, assume that the following assumption holds for the mapping ( ) 111 );0,[: ++−∞ ℜ→ℜ−× NNcLWF , where )),,(),...,,,((:),,( 11 vpwFvpwFvpwF N +=  and ( ) ℜ→ℜ−× +−∞ 11 );0,[: Ni cLWF  ( 1,...,1 += Ni ) are defined by (3.8) with the aid of (3.6b). 
 
(A2) For every 0>δ , ( )11 );,[),( +−∞ ℜ−∈ NcLvp δ , ( )WLw ];,0[ δ∞∈ , every function 11 ),[: +− ℜ→− Nc δξ  
defined by ))(),(()( tvtpt =ξ  for )0,[ 1−−∈ ct  a.e. and ),),(()( tt vptwFt =ξ  for ),0[ δ∈t  a.e. satisfies ( )11 );,[ +−∞ ℜ−∈ NcL δξ . 
 
Then for every ( )ℜ∈ ∞ ];1,0[0 Lx , ( )WLw loc );,0[ +∞∈ ∞  there exists ],0(),( 0maxmax +∞∈= wxtt  and a unique 
locally bounded mapping ( )ℜ∈→∋ ∞ ];1,0[),0[ max Lxtt t  satisfying (1.3), (1.4), (3.3) for ),0[ maxtt∈  a.e. 
with ( )1max );,0[),( +∞ ℜ∈ Nloc tLvp , and  
⎪⎩
⎪⎨
⎧
>−
≤−
⎟⎟
⎟
⎠
⎞
⎜⎜
⎜
⎝
⎛
−++
−+⎟⎟⎠
⎞
⎜⎜⎝
⎛
−+=
−
−
−
∫
∫ ∫
−
−
ctzforctzx
ctzforzctv
dstsczspa
dptczgdstsczspaztx
t
zct
t
zct
t
)(
)(
))(),((exp
)())(())(),((exp),(
0
1
),0max(
),0max(
1
1
τττ
τ
                             (3.9) 
 
for all ),0[ maxtt∈  and almost all ]1,0[∈z . The mapping ( )ℜ∈→ ∞ ];1,0[Lxt t  is obtained from (3.5) 
and the solution of the system (3.7) with arbitrary initial condition ( )11 );0,[),( +−∞ ℜ−∈ NcLvp  that 
satisfies (3.4). Moreover, the mapping ( )ℜ∈→ ];1,0[μLxt t  is continuous on ),0[ maxt  for every 
),1[ +∞∈μ  and if +∞<maxt  then +∞=≤≤→ − ))((supsuplim 10max
zxt
ztt
. Finally, there exist non-decreasing 
functions ++ ℜ→ℜ:P , ++ ℜ→ℜ:Q  such that for every ( )ℜ∈ ∞ ];1,0[0 Lx , ( )ℜ∈ ∞ ];1,0[0 Ly , 
( )WLw loc );,0[ +∞∈ ∞  it holds that: 
 
))(())((sup)))((exp())(())(())((sup 00
1010
zyzxttsPtsQzyzx
z
tt
z
−≤−
≤≤≤≤
, for all ),0[ δ∈t         (3.10) 
 
where ( )),(),,(min 0max0max wytwxt=δ , ⎟⎠
⎞⎜⎝
⎛=
≤≤≤≤<≤≤≤<≤
)(sup,))((supsup,))((supsupmax:)(
0100100
twzyzxts
tztzt τττττ
 and the 
mappings ( )ℜ∈→ ∞ ];1,0[Lxt t , ( )ℜ∈→ ∞ ];1,0[Lyt t  are the unique mappings satisfying (1.3), (1.4), 
(3.3) for ),0[ maxtt∈  a.e. with ( )1max );,0[),( +∞ ℜ∈ Nloc tLvp , (3.9) for all ),0[ maxtt∈  and almost all ]1,0[∈z  
as well as the analogous equations with y  replacing x .     
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      The reader should notice that no regularity result is provided for the mapping 
( )ℜ∈→ ∞ ];1,0[Lxt t . It is clear that the unique mapping ( )ℜ∈→ ∞ ];1,0[Lxt t  satisfying (1.3), (1.4), 
(3.3) for ),0[ maxtt∈  a.e. with ( )1max );,0[),( +∞ ℜ∈ Nloc tLvp , (3.9) for all ),0[ maxtt∈  and almost all ]1,0[∈z  
is not a classical solution of the initial value problem (1.2), (1.3), (1.4) with initial condition 
)(),0( 0 zxzx =  for ]1,0[∈z  a.e., where ( )ℜ∈ ∞ ];1,0[0 Lx . The mapping ( )ℜ∈→ ∞ ];1,0[Lxt t  satisfying 
(1.3), (1.4), (3.3) for ),0[ maxtt∈  a.e. with ( )1max );,0[),( +∞ ℜ∈ Nloc tLvp , (3.9) for all ),0[ maxtt∈  and 
almost all ]1,0[∈z  is close to the notion of the “mild” solution for first-order systems of hyperbolic 
PDEs (see [7] and references therein).    
 
 
Proof: The proof of the theorem is long, incorporating several distinct results, so we divide it in 
four steps. 
 
Step 1: We show that system (3.7) satisfies assumptions (H1), (H2). Therefore, by virtue of 
Theorem 2.1 for every input ( )WLw loc );,0[ +∞∈ ∞  and for every initial condition ( )11 );0,[),( +−∞ ℜ−∈ NcLvp  that satisfies (3.4) for certain ( )ℜ∈ ∞ ];1,0[0 Lx , system (3.7) admits a unique 
solution. The obtained solution of system (3.7) gives us directly (by means of (3.4) and (3.5)) a 
locally bounded mapping ( )ℜ∈→∋ ∞ ];1,0[),0[ max Lxtt t  satisfying (1.3), (1.4), (3.3) for ),0[ maxtt∈  a.e. 
with ( )1max );,0[),( +∞ ℜ∈ Nloc tLvp , and (3.9) for all ),0[ maxtt∈  and almost all ]1,0[∈z . 
 
Step 2: We show that for every ( )WLw loc );,0[ +∞∈ ∞ , ( )ℜ∈ ∞ ];1,0[0 Lx  there exists at most one locally 
bounded mapping ( )ℜ∈→∋ ∞ ];1,0[),0[ max Lxtt t  satisfying (1.3), (1.4), (3.3) for ),0[ maxtt∈  a.e. with ( )1max );,0[),( +∞ ℜ∈ Nloc tLvp , and (3.9) for all ),0[ maxtt∈  and almost all ]1,0[∈z . Therefore, the mapping 
obtained in Step 1 is the unique mapping that satisfies (1.3), (1.4), (3.3) for ),0[ maxtt∈  a.e. with ( )1max );,0[),( +∞ ℜ∈ Nloc tLvp , and (3.9) for all ),0[ maxtt∈  and almost all ]1,0[∈z . This means that for 
every initial condition ( )11 );0,[),( +−∞ ℜ−∈ NcLvp  that satisfies (3.4) for the given ( )ℜ∈ ∞ ];1,0[0 Lx  the 
solution of system (3.7) will be the same.  
 
Step 3: Making use of the results of Theorem 2.1, we show that if +∞<maxt  then 
+∞=
≤≤→ −
))((supsuplim
10max
zxt
ztt
 and that there exist non-decreasing functions ++ ℜ→ℜ:P , ++ ℜ→ℜ:Q  such 
that for every ( )ℜ∈ ∞ ];1,0[0 Lx , ( )ℜ∈ ∞ ];1,0[0 Ly , ( )WLw loc );,0[ +∞∈ ∞  estimate (3.10) holds. 
 
Step 4: We show that for every ( )WLw loc );,0[ +∞∈ ∞ , ( )ℜ∈ ∞ ];1,0[0 Lx  the locally bounded mapping 
( )ℜ∈→∋ ∞ ];1,0[),0[ max Lxtt t  satisfying (1.3), (1.4), (3.3) for ),0[ maxtt∈  a.e. with ( )1max );,0[),( +∞ ℜ∈ Nloc tLvp , and (3.9) for all ),0[ maxtt∈  and almost all ]1,0[∈z  gives us a mapping 
( )ℜ∈→ ];1,0[μLxt t  which is continuous on ),0[ maxt  for every ),1[ +∞∈μ .  
 
 
Step 1: Assumption (A2) guarantees that assumption (H2) holds for system (3.7). Likewise, the 
validity of assumption (H1) for system (3.7) is a direct consequence of assumption (A1). To see 
this, let 0≥R , ( )11 );0,[),( +−∞ ℜ−∈ NcLvp , ( )11 );0,[)~,~( +−∞ ℜ−∈ NcLvp  with Rvp ≤),( , Rvp ≤)~,~(  be given 
and let ( )ℜ∈ ∞ ];1,0(~, Lxx  be defined by )()( pBvpAx += , )~(~)~(~ pBvpAx += , where ( ) ( )ℜ→ℜ− ∞−∞ ];1,0();0,[:)( 1 LcLpA  and ( ) ( )ℜ→ℜ− ∞−∞ ];1,0();0,[: 1 LcLB N  are the mappings defined by 
(3.6b), i.e.,  
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∫ ∫∫
−− −
−
−
+⎟⎟⎠
⎞
⎜⎜⎝
⎛
++−⎟⎟
⎟
⎠
⎞
⎜⎜
⎜
⎝
⎛
+=
0 0
1
0
11
)()()),((exp)()),((exp)(
zczc
dpczgdscszspazcvdscszspazx τττ
τ
, for ]1,0[∈z  a.e.  (3.11) 
∫ ∫∫
−− −
−
−
+⎟⎟⎠
⎞
⎜⎜⎝
⎛
++−⎟⎟
⎟
⎠
⎞
⎜⎜
⎜
⎝
⎛
+=
0 0
1
0
11
)(~)()),(~(exp)(~)),(~(exp)(~
zczc
dpczgdscszspazcvdscszspazx τττ
τ
, for ]1,0[∈z  a.e. (3.12) 
 
Define: 
 
),(max:)(~
],1,0[
zpaRM
Rpz ≤∈
=  and )(max:
]1,0[
zgC
z∈
=                                              (3.13) 
 
and notice that (3.11) and definitions (3.13) imply: 
 
( ) ( )RRMcCczxzx
zz
)(~exp1)(~sup,)(supmax 11
1010
−−
≤≤≤≤
+≤⎟⎠
⎞⎜⎝
⎛                                     (3.14) 
 
Using (3.2), definitions (3.8) and (3.14), we obtain: 
 ( ) ( )( )RRMcCcvpwF )(~exp1),,( 11 −−+≤ σ ,  
for all ( )11 );0,[),,( +−∞ ℜ−×∈ NcLWvpw  with Rvp ≤),(  and Rw ≤                       (3.15) 
 
Inequality (3.15) shows that inequality (2.2) holds for the non-decreasing function ( ) ( )( )RRMcCcRa )(~exp1:)( 11 −−+= σ  for all 0≥R  (notice that definition (3.13) implies that )(~ RM  is 
non-decreasing).  
 
Using (3.1), definitions (3.8) and (3.14), we obtain: 
 ( ) ( ))(~)(sup))(()(~)(sup))(()~,~,(),,(
10
zxzxRKLzxzxhRKLvpwFvpwF
zhhz
−+−≤−
≤<≤<
, 
for all )1,0(∈h , Ww∈  with Rw ≤                                                      (3.16) 
 
where ( ) ( )RRMcCcRK )(~exp1:)( 11 −−+= . Define 
⎪⎭
⎪⎬⎫⎪⎩
⎪⎨⎧ ∈≤≤≠−
−= ]1,0[,~,,~:~
),~(),(
sup:)( zRpRppp
pp
zpazpa
RLa  and notice that +∞<)(RLa  for all 0≥R  
(since )];1,0[(0 ℜ×ℜ∈ NCa  is assumed to be locally Lipschitz). Using (3.11), (3.12) and definitions 
(3.13) we obtain for ]1,0[∈z  a.e.: 
 
∫
−−
−− −+−−−≤−
0
2
11
1
1
)(~)()()(~)()()(~)(
zc
dsspspRBzcvzcvRBzxzx                               (3.17) 
 
where ( )11 )(~exp:)( −= cRMRB , ( ) ( )112 )(~3exp)()(:)( −−++= cRMRLCRcCRRLRB aa . Combining (3.16) and 
(3.17) we obtain for all )1,0(∈h , Ww∈  with Rw ≤ : 
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( )
( )
)(~)(sup)())((
)(~)(sup)())((
)(~)(sup)())((2
)(~)(sup)())(()~,~,(),,(
11
11
1
1
1
2
1
0
1
2
0
1
spspcRBRKL
svsvRBRKL
spsphcRBRKL
svsvhRBRKLvpwFvpwF
hcsc
hcsc
shc
shc
−+
−+
−+
−≤−
−−
−−
−
−
−<≤
−
−<≤
<≤−
−
<≤−
                                 (3.18) 
 
Inequality (3.18) shows that inequality (2.1) holds for appropriate non-decreasing functions 
++ ℜ→ℜ:M , ++ ℜ→ℜ:N .  
 
Let arbitrary ( )ℜ∈ ∞ ];1,0[0 Lx  and ( )WLw loc );,0[ +∞∈ ∞ . Consider now the solution of system (3.7) 
corresponding to input ( )WLw loc );,0[ +∞∈ ∞  with initial condition ( )11 );0,[),( +−∞ ℜ−∈ NcLvp  with 
0)( ≡sp  and (3.4), i.e.,  
 
)())(,0(exp)( 0
0
ctxdstscatv
t
−⎟⎟⎠
⎞
⎜⎜⎝
⎛
−−= ∫ , for almost all )0,[ 1−−∈ ct                          (3.19) 
 
Theorem 2.1 guarantees that there exists ],0(),(: 0maxmax +∞∈= wxtt  so that system (3.7) admits a 
unique solution ( )1max1 );,[),( +−∞ ℜ−∈ Nloc tcLvp . Using (3.5) and (3.19), we obtain a locally bounded 
mapping ( )ℜ∈→∋ ∞ ];1,0[),0[ max Lxtt t , which satisfies (1.3), (1.4), (3.3) for ),0[ maxtt∈  a.e. and (3.9) 
for all ),0[ maxtt∈  and almost all ]1,0[∈z .  
 
Step 2: We show that by contradiction that for every ( )WLw loc );,0[ +∞∈ ∞ , ( )ℜ∈ ∞ ];1,0[0 Lx  there exists 
at most one locally bounded mapping ( )ℜ∈→∋ ∞ ];1,0[),0[ max Lxtt t  satisfying (1.3), (1.4), (3.3) for 
),0[ maxtt∈  a.e. with ( )1max );,0[),( +∞ ℜ∈ Nloc tLvp , and (3.9) for all ),0[ maxtt∈  and almost all ]1,0[∈z . 
 
Suppose that there exist ( )WLw loc );,0[ +∞∈ ∞ , ( )ℜ∈ ∞ ];1,0[0 Lx , a constant 0>δ  and two locally 
bounded mappings ( )ℜ∈→∋ ∞ ];1,0[),0[ Lxt tδ , ( )ℜ∈→∋ ∞ ];1,0[~),0[ Lxt tδ  so that (3.9) holds for all 
),0[ δ∈t  and almost all ]1,0[∈z , equation 
 
 
⎪⎩
⎪⎨
⎧
>−
≤−
⎟⎟
⎟
⎠
⎞
⎜⎜
⎜
⎝
⎛
−++
−+⎟⎟⎠
⎞
⎜⎜⎝
⎛
−+=
−
−
−
∫
∫ ∫
−
−
ctzforctzx
ctzforzctv
dstsczspa
dptczgdstsczspaztx
t
zct
t
zct
t
)(
)(~
))(),(~(exp
)(~))(())(),(~(exp),(~
0
1
),0max(
),0max(
1
1
τττ
τ
                             (3.20) 
 
 
for all ),0[ δ∈t  and almost all ]1,0[∈z , (1.3), (1.4), (3.3) hold for ),0[ δ∈t  a.e., equations  
 
)~),(()(~ tii xtwKtp = , for Ni ,...,1=  and NN tptptp ℜ∈′= ))(~),...,(~()(~ 1                     (3.21) 
 
)~),(()(~ txtwGtv =                                                             (3.22) 
hold for ),0[ δ∈t  a.e. and such that 
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0))(~())((supsup
]1,0[),0[
>−
∈∈
zxzx tt
zt δ
                                                 (3.23) 
 
Let ),0[1 δ∈t  be the greatest lower bound of all times ),0[ δ∈t  for which 0))(~())((sup
]1,0[
>−
∈
zxzx tt
z
. 
Notice that by virtue of (3.23), ),0[1 δ∈t  is well defined and that 0))(~())((supsup
]1,0[),0[ 1
=−
∈∈
zxzx tt
ztt
 for the 
case that 01 >t .  
 
We show next that there exists 0>h  so that 0))(~())((supsup
]1,0[),0[ 1
=−
∈+∈
zxzx tt
zhtt
, which contradicts the 
fact that ),0[1 δ∈t  is the greatest lower bound of all times ),0[ δ∈t  for which 
0))(~())((sup
]1,0[
>−
∈
zxzx tt
z
. 
 
An important property that is used at this point is the so-called classical semigroup property (see 
[10]), i.e., the fact that every locally bounded mapping ( )ℜ∈→∋ ∞ ];1,0[),0[ max Lxtt t  satisfying (1.3), 
(1.4), (3.3) for ),0[ maxtt∈  a.e. with ( )1max );,0[),( +∞ ℜ∈ Nloc tLvp , and (3.9) for all ),0[ maxtt∈  and almost 
all ]1,0[∈z  satisfies the following identity for all ),0[ maxtt∈  and for all ],0[0 tt ∈ : 
 
⎪⎩
⎪⎨
⎧
>+−+
≤+−
⎟⎟
⎟
⎠
⎞
⎜⎜
⎜
⎝
⎛
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∫
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−
ctctzforctctzx
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00
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),0max(
00
),0max(
0000
))((
)(
))(),((exp
)())(())(),((exp),(
0
0
1
0
0
1
0
0
τττ
τ
, 
for ]1,0[∈z  a.e.                                                    (3.24) 
 
Therefore, identity (3.24) holds for all ),0[ δ∈t  and for all ],0[0 tt ∈ . Similarly, the following 
identity 
⎪⎩
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⎟
⎠
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⎜⎜
⎜
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∫
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−
−
ctctzforctctzx
ctctzforzctv
dsttsczstpa
dtpttczgdsttsczstpaztx
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zctt
tt
zctt
tt
00
0
1
),0max(
00
),0max(
0000
))(~(
)(~
))(),(~(exp
)(~))(())(),(~(exp),(~
0
0
1
0
0
1
0
0
τττ
τ
, 
for ]1,0[∈z  a.e.                                                (3.25) 
 
holds for all ),0[ δ∈t  and for all ],0[0 tt ∈ . Using (3.24) and (3.25) with ),0( 10 tt ∈  for the case 01 >t  
and 00 =t  for the case 01 =t  in conjunction with (1.3), (3.3), (3.13), (3.21), (3.22) (which implies 
that )(~)( spsp = , )(~)( svsv = , ss xx ~=  for all ],0[ 0ts∈ ), we obtain: 
 
( )( )
( )
⎪⎪⎩
⎪⎪⎨
⎧
>+
≤+−−−
−+
−+−+−−
≤−
−−
≤≤
ctctzfor
ctctzforzctvzctv
ttRM
spspRRLttRLCRCttRMtt
ztxztx
tst
aa
0
0
11
0
000
0
)(~)(
))((~exp
)(~)(sup)(2))(())((~3exp)(
),(~),(
0
                        (3.26) 
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for ]1,0[∈z  a.e. and for all ⎥⎦
⎤⎢⎣
⎡ +∈
2
, 10
δttt , where 
⎟⎠
⎞⎜⎝
⎛=
≤≤≤≤+≤≤
)(,))(~(sup,))((sup,)(~,)(,)(~,)(maxsup
1010
2
0 1
swzxzxsvsvspspR s
z
s
zts δ
⎪⎭
⎪⎬⎫⎪⎩
⎪⎨⎧ ∈≤≤≠−
−= ]1,0[,~,,~:~
),~(),(
sup:)( zRpRppp
pp
zpazpa
RLa  
 
Using (1.3), (3.1), (3.3), (3.21) and (3.22) we obtain: 
 
),(~),(sup)(2)(~)(
10
zsxzsxRLspsp
z
−≤−
≤≤
, for almost all ⎥⎦
⎤⎢⎣
⎡ +∈
2
, 10
δtts                       (3.27) 
 ( )
),(~),(sup)(
),(~),(sup)()(~)(
11
1
11
0
0
111
0
1
0
1
szctxszctxRL
szctxszctxtzctRLzctvzctv
stzct
tzcts
−−
≤<−−
−−
−−≤≤
−−−
−−−+
−−−−−≤−−−
−
−
, 
for almost all ⎟⎟⎠
⎞
⎜⎜⎝
⎛ ⎟⎠
⎞⎜⎝
⎛ ++∈ −1010 ,2min, ct
ttt δ  and )(0 0ttcz −<≤                                 (3.28) 
We define for all ⎟⎟⎠
⎞
⎜⎜⎝
⎛ ⎟⎠
⎞⎜⎝
⎛ −∈ −11 ,
2
min,0 cth δ : 
⎟⎟⎠
⎞
⎜⎜⎝
⎛ −=⎟⎟⎠
⎞
⎜⎜⎝
⎛ −=Δ
−≤≤+≤<≤<−+≤<
),(~),(supsup:)(,),(~),(supsup:)(
)(01)( 000000
ztxztxhEztxztxh
ttczhtttzttchttt
      (3.29) 
 
Using (3.26), (3.27), (3.28) and definitions (3.29) we obtain for all ⎟⎟⎠
⎞
⎜⎜⎝
⎛ ⎟⎠
⎞⎜⎝
⎛ −∈ −11 ,
2
min,0 cth δ : 
( ))(),(max)()( 1 hEhRhh ΔΓ≤Δ                                                   (3.30) 
 
( ) )()()()()(),(max)()( 221 hRhERhhEhRhhE ΔΓ+Γ+ΔΓ≤                        (3.31) 
 
where ( )( ) )(2)(2)()(3exp:)( 111 RLRRLcRLCRCcRMR aa ++=Γ −− , ( ) )()(exp:)( 12 RLcRMR −=Γ . Using (3.31) 
and assuming that ( ))()(2
1
21 RR
h Γ+Γ≤  we get ( ) )()(2,1max)( 2 hRhE ΔΓ≤ . In this case, inequality (3.30) 
implies ( ) )()(2,1max)()( 21 hRRhh ΔΓΓ≤Δ  which gives: 
 
0)()( ==Δ hEh , for all ( )( ) ⎥⎥⎦
⎤
⎜⎜⎝
⎛
⎟⎟⎠
⎞
⎜⎜⎝
⎛
Γ+Γ+Γ
−∈ −
)(21)()(2
1,
2
,min
2
1,0
221
11
RRR
tch δ                      (3.32) 
 
Implication (3.32), definitions (3.29) and the fact that 0))(~())((supsup
]1,0[],0[ 0
=−
∈∈
zxzx tt
ztt
 imply that 
0))(~())((supsup
]1,0[],0[ 0
=−
∈+∈
zxzx tt
zhtt
. Since ],0( 10 tt ∈  is arbitrarily close to 1t , we get 
0))(~())((supsup
]1,0[),0[ 1
=−
∈+∈
zxzx tt
zhtt
.  
 
Thus, the locally bounded mapping ( )ℜ∈→∋ ∞ ];1,0[),0[ max Lxtt t , which satisfies (1.3), (1.4), (3.3) 
for ),0[ maxtt∈  a.e. and (3.9) for all ),0[ maxtt∈  and almost all ]1,0[∈z , which was found in Step 1 is 
unique. 
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Step 3: In this step we show that if +∞<maxt  then +∞=≤≤→ − ))((supsuplim 10max
zxt
ztt
 and that there exist non-
decreasing functions ++ ℜ→ℜ:P , ++ ℜ→ℜ:Q  such that for every ( )ℜ∈ ∞ ];1,0[0 Lx , ( )ℜ∈ ∞ ];1,0[0 Ly , 
( )WLw loc );,0[ +∞∈ ∞  estimate (3.10) holds. 
 
Indeed, if +∞<maxt  for the unique solution ( )1max1 );,[),( +−∞ ℜ−∈ Nloc tcLvp  of (3.7) corresponding to 
input ( )WLw loc );,0[ +∞∈ ∞  with initial condition ( )11 );0,[),( +−∞ ℜ−∈ NcLvp  satisfying 0)( ≡sp  and (3.19), 
then Theorem 2.1 guarantees that +∞=
−→
),(suplim
max
tt
tt
vp . By virtue of inequality (3.2) and equations 
(1.3), (3.3), +∞=
−→
),(suplim
max
tt
tt
vp  cannot happen unless +∞=
≤≤→ −
))((supsuplim
10max
zxt
ztt
. Theorem 2.1 
guarantees that there exist non-decreasing functions ++ ℜ→ℜ:~P , ++ ℜ→ℜ:~G  such that for every ( )ℜ−∈ −∞ );0,[ 10 cLv , ( )ℜ−∈ −∞ );0,[~ 10 cLv , ( )WLw loc );,0[ +∞∈ ∞  it holds that: 
 
00
~)))((~exp())((~~~ vvttsPtsGvvpp tttt −≤−+− , for all ),0[ δ∈t                            (3.33) 
 
where ( )),~(),,(min 0max0max wvtwvt=δ , ⎟⎠
⎞⎜⎝
⎛=
≤≤≤≤≤≤
)(sup,)~,~(sup,),(supmax:)(
000
τ
τττττττ
wvpvpts
ttt
 and 
( )10max1 ));,(,[),( +−∞ ℜ−∈ Nloc wvtcLvp , ( )10max1 ));,~(,[)~,~( +−∞ ℜ−∈ Nloc wvtcLvp  are the unique solutions of (3.7) 
corresponding to input ( )WLw loc );,0[ +∞∈ ∞  with initial conditions ( )110 );0,[),0( +−∞ ℜ−∈ NcLv  and ( )110 );0,[)~,0( +−∞ ℜ−∈ NcLv , respectively.  
 
Let ( )ℜ∈ ∞ ];1,0[0 Lx , ( )ℜ∈ ∞ ];1,0[~0 Lx , ( )WLw loc );,0[ +∞∈ ∞  and consider the locally bounded mappings 
( )ℜ∈→∋ ∞ ];1,0[)),(,0[ 0max Lxtwxt t , ( )ℜ∈→∋ ∞ ];1,0[~)),~(,0[ 0max Lxtwxt t , which satisfy (1.3), (1.4), (3.3) 
for ),0[ maxtt∈  a.e. and (3.9) for all ),0[ maxtt∈  and almost all ]1,0[∈z  as well as the analogous 
equations with x~  replacing x  and 0~x  replacing 0x . The mappings 
( )ℜ∈→∋ ∞ ];1,0[)),(,0[ 0max Lxtwxt t , ( )ℜ∈→∋ ∞ ];1,0[~)),~(,0[ 0max Lxtwxt t  are found by obtaining the 
solutions ( )10max1 ));,(,[),( +−∞ ℜ−∈ Nloc wvtcLvp , ( )10max1 ));,~(,[)~,~( +−∞ ℜ−∈ Nloc wvtcLvp  of (3.7) with input 
( )WLw loc );,0[ +∞∈ ∞  and initial conditions ( )110 );0,[),0( +−∞ ℜ−∈ NcLv , ( )110 );0,[)~,0( +−∞ ℜ−∈ NcLv , 
respectively, and by using (3.5), (3.19) and  
 
)(~))(,0(exp)(~ 0
0
ctxdstscatv
t
−⎟⎟⎠
⎞
⎜⎜⎝
⎛
−−= ∫ , for almost all )0,[ 1−−∈ ct                          (3.34) 
 
Inequality (3.10) for appropriate non-decreasing functions ++ ℜ→ℜ:P , ++ ℜ→ℜ:Q  is a direct 
consequence of (3.26) with 00 =t , (3.33), (3.19), (3.34), (1.3), (3.3) and (3.2).  
 
Step 4: In order to show that the mapping ( )ℜ∈→ ];1,0[μLxt t  is continuous on ),0[ maxt  for every 
),1[ +∞∈μ , it suffices to use the classical semigroup property (identity (3.24)) and to show that for 
every ),1[ +∞∈μ , 0>ε  there exists 0~ >δ  such that 
 
μμ ε≤−∫
1
0
0 )(),( dzzxztx , for all ]
~,0[ δ∈t                                        (3.35) 
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Since ( )ℜ];1,0[0C  is dense in ( )ℜ];1,0[μL  for every ),1[ +∞∈μ  for every 0>ε  and ( )ℜ∈ ∞ ];1,0[0 Lx  there 
exists ( )ℜ∈ ];1,0[~ 00 Cx  with μμ ε )3/()()(~
1
0
00 ≤−∫ dzzxzx  and )(sup)(~sup 010010 zxzx zz ≤≤≤≤ ≤ . Moreover, there 
exists )1,0(∈δ  such that 
3
)(~)(~supsup 00
10
ε
δ
≤−−
≤≤≤≤
zxszx
zss
. Using the inequality 
 
μ
μ
μ
μ
μ
μ
μ
δ
μ
/11
00
/11
00
/11
00
/11
00
)()(~)(~)(~)(~)(
)()(
⎟⎟⎠
⎞
⎜⎜⎝
⎛
−+⎟⎟⎠
⎞
⎜⎜⎝
⎛
−−+⎟⎟⎠
⎞
⎜⎜⎝
⎛
−−−
≤⎟⎟⎠
⎞
⎜⎜⎝
⎛
−−
∫∫∫
∫
sss
dzzxzxdzzxszxdzszxszx
dzzxszx
 
 
we obtain μ
δ
μ ε≤−−∫1 00 )()( dzzxszx  for all ],0[ δ∈s . Consequently, for every ),1[ +∞∈μ , for every 
0>ε  and ( )ℜ∈ ∞ ];1,0[0 Lx  there exists )1,0(∈δ  such that μμδ ε≤−−∫≤≤
1
00
0
)()(sup
ss
dzzxszx .  
 
Using the identity ∫∫∫ −+−=−
1
0
0
0
1
0
0 )(),()(),()(),(
ct
ct
dzzxztxdzzxztxdzzxztx μμμ  for all ],0[ 1−∈ ct , we get 
 
 ∫∫ −+≤− 1 01
0
0 )(),(2)(),(
ct
dzzxztxtcRdzzxztx μμμμ , for all )]2/,2/min(,0[ max1 tct −∈             (3.36)  
 
where ⎟⎠
⎞⎜⎝
⎛=
≤≤≤≤
)(,))((sup,)(,)(maxsup
102/0 max
swzxsvspR s
zts
. Moreover, using (3.9) and definitions (3.13) we 
get for all )]2/,2/min(,0[ max1 tct −∈  and almost all ]1,(ctz∈ : 
 ( )( ) )()()(~)(~exp)(),( 000 zxctzxRtRMCtRMzxztx −−++≤−                                        (3.37) 
 
Combining (3.36) and (3.37) we obtain for all )]2/,2/min(,0[ max1 tct −∈ : 
 
 ( )( ) ∫∫ −−+++≤− 1 001
0
0 )()(2)(
~)(~exp22)(),(
ct
dzzxctzxtRRMCtRMtcRdzzxztx μμμμμμμμμ μ         (3.38)  
 
Let )1,0(∈δ  be such that μμ
δ
μ ε
3
1)()(sup2
1
00
0
≤−−∫≤≤ ss dzzxszx . It follows from the previous inequality 
in conjunction with (3.38) that (3.35) holds with ( )( ) ⎟⎟⎠
⎞
⎜⎜⎝
⎛ ⎟⎠
⎞⎜⎝
⎛
+
−=
− μ
μ
εεδδ
/11
max
3)(~2
)(~exp,
)2(3
,,
2
,
2
1min~
RMCR
cRM
cRc
t
c
.  
 
The proof is complete.          
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     Having proved Theorem 3.1, we are justified for arbitrary ( )ℜ∈ ∞ ];1,0[0 Lx , ( )WLw loc );,0[ +∞∈ ∞  to 
name the unique mapping ( )ℜ∈→∋ ∞ ];1,0[),0[ max Lxtt t  satisfying (1.3), (1.4), (3.3) for ),0[ maxtt∈  
a.e. with ( )1max );,0[),( +∞ ℜ∈ Nloc tLvp , and (3.9) for all ),0[ maxtt∈  and almost all ]1,0[∈z  as “the 
solution tx  of (1.2), (1.3), (1.4) with initial condition ( )ℜ∈ ∞ ];1,0[0 Lx , corresponding to input 
( )WLw loc );,0[ +∞∈ ∞ ”, without explicit reference to the maximal existence time of the solution 
],0(),( 0maxmax +∞∈= wxtt . 
 
 
A number of system-theoretic properties can be proved by using the results of Theorem 3.1. More 
specifically, we study system (1.2), (1.3), (1.4) under assumptions (A1), (A2) and the following 
assumption: 
 
(A3) ),( udw = , where 1mDd ℜ⊆∈  is a compact set, 2mUu ℜ⊆∈  is a locally compact set with 
U∈0 and 21 mmm += . Moreover, there exists ∞∈Kb  such that for every ( )ℜ∈ ∞ ];1,0[Lx , Dd ∈ , 
Uu∈ , the following inequality holds: 
 
⎟⎟⎠
⎞
⎜⎜⎝
⎛ ⎟⎠
⎞⎜⎝
⎛≤+
≤≤=
∑ )(sup,max),,(),,(
101
zxubxudKxudG
z
N
i
i                                           (3.39) 
 
We are ready to give a list of properties for system  (1.2), (1.3), (1.4) that are derived from the 
results of Theorem 3.1. 
 
 
Property 1: Robustness of the equilibrium point.  
 
Assumption (A3) guarantees that ( )ℜ∈ ∞ ];1,0[0 L  is an equilibrium point for system (1.2), (1.3), 
(1.4), when 2mUu ℜ⊆∈  is zero for any 1mDd ℜ⊆∈ . However, in order to study the robust stability 
properties of the equilibrium point of (1.2), (1.3), (1.4) we need a stronger assertion, namely that 
( )ℜ∈ ∞ ];1,0[0 L  is a robust equilibrium point for the system (1.2), (1.3), (1.4) with input 2mUu ℜ⊆∈  
(see [10]).  
 
Theorem 3.2: Consider system (1.2), (1.3), (1.4) under assumptions (A1), (A2), (A3). The function 
( )ℜ∈ ∞ ];1,0[0 L  is a robust equilibrium point for the system (1.2), (1.3), (1.4) with input 2mUu ℜ⊆∈ , 
i.e., for all 0>ε  and 0≥T  there exists 0),(: >= Tεδδ  such that for every ( )ℜ∈ ∞ ];1,0[0 Lx , 
( )DLd );,0[ +∞∈ ∞ , ( )ULu loc );,0[ +∞∈ ∞  with δ<+ ≥≤≤ )(sup)(sup 0010 tuzx tz  the unique solution 
( )ℜ∈→ ∞ ];1,0[Lxt t  of  (1.2), (1.3), (1.4) with initial condition ( )ℜ∈ ∞ ];1,0[0 Lx , corresponding to 
inputs ( )DLd );,0[ +∞∈ ∞ , ( )ULu loc );,0[ +∞∈ ∞  satisfies ε<≤≤ ))((sup10 zxtz  for all ],0[ Tt ∈ .  
 
Proof: The proof is a direct consequence of Theorem 2.2: under assumption (A3) system (3.7) 
satisfies assumption (H3). Details are left to the reader.         
 
 
Property 2: Robust Global Asymptotic Stability and Input-to-State Stability 
 
Using the results contained in [10], we are in a position to define the notion of Robust Global 
Asymptotic Stability and Input-to-State Stability for system (1.2), (1.3), (1.4) under assumptions 
(A1), (A2), (A3).  
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Definition 3.3: Consider system (1.2), (1.3), (1.4) under assumptions (A1), (A2), (A3) and assume 
that for every ( )ℜ∈ ∞ ];1,0[0 Lx , ( )DLd );,0[ +∞∈ ∞ , ( )ULu loc );,0[ +∞∈ ∞ , the solution ( )ℜ∈→ ∞ ];1,0[Lxt t  of  
(1.2), (1.3), (1.4) with initial condition ( )ℜ∈ ∞ ];1,0[0 Lx , corresponding to inputs ( )DLd );,0[ +∞∈ ∞ , 
( )ULu loc );,0[ +∞∈ ∞  exists for all 0≥t . We say that system (1.2), (1.3), (1.4) is Input-to-State Stable 
(ISS) from the input 2mUu ℜ⊆∈  uniformly in 1mDd ℜ⊆∈ , if there exists a continuous non-
decreasing function ++ ℜ→ℜ:γ  such that the following properties hold: 
 
Robust Lagrange Stability: For every 0>ε  it holds that  
 
( ) ( ) ( ) +∞<⎭⎬⎫⎩⎨⎧ +∞∈+∞∈≤≥− ∞∞≤≤≤≤≤≤ ULuDLdzxtsuzx locztstz );,0[,);,0[,)(sup,0:)(sup))((supsup 010010 εγ . 
 
Robust Lyapunov Stability: For every 0>ε  there exists 0)(: >= εδδ  such that  
 
( ) ( ) ( ) εδγ <⎭⎬⎫⎩⎨⎧ +∞∈+∞∈≤≥− ∞∞≤≤≤≤≤≤ ULuDLdzxtsuzx locztstz );,0[,);,0[,)(sup,0:)(sup))((supsup 010010 . 
 
Uniform Robust Attractivity: For every 0>ε  and 0≥R  there exists 0),(: >= Rεττ  such that  
( ) ( ) ( ) ετγ <⎭⎬⎫⎩⎨⎧ +∞∈+∞∈≤≥− ∞∞≤≤≤≤≤≤ ULuDLdRzxtsuzx locztstz );,0[,);,0[,)(sup,:)(sup))((supsup 010010 . 
 
If }0{=U  then we say that ( )ℜ∈ ∞ ];1,0[0 L  is (Uniformly) Robustly Globally Asymptotically Stable 
(RGAS) for (1.2), (1.3), (1.4).  
 
 
Lemma 2.1, Lemma 4.2, Theorem 2.2 in [10] and Theorems 3.1, 3.2 give us the following result.  
 
Theorem 3.4: Consider system (1.2), (1.3), (1.4) under assumptions (A1), (A2), (A3). Then the 
following statements are equivalent: 
 
(a) System (1.2), (1.3), (1.4) is ISS from the input 2mUu ℜ⊆∈  uniformly in 1mDd ℜ⊆∈ . 
 
(b) There exists KL∈σ  and a continuous, non-decreasing function ++ ℜ→ℜ:γ  such that for every 
( )ℜ∈ ∞ ];1,0[0 Lx , ( )DLd );,0[ +∞∈ ∞ , ( )ULu loc );,0[ +∞∈ ∞ , the solution ( )ℜ∈→ ∞ ];1,0[Lxt t  of  (1.2), (1.3), 
(1.4) with initial condition ( )ℜ∈ ∞ ];1,0[0 Lx , corresponding to inputs ( )DLd );,0[ +∞∈ ∞ , 
( )ULu loc );,0[ +∞∈ ∞  satisfies ( ))(sup,)(sup))((sup
0
0
1010
sutzxzx
tsz
t
z
γσ
≤≤≤≤≤≤
+⎟⎠
⎞⎜⎝
⎛≤  for all 0≥t .  
 
(c) System (3.7) is ISS from the input 2mUu ℜ⊆∈  uniformly in 1mDd ℜ⊆∈ . 
 
Furthermore, if }0{=U  then the following statement is equivalent to statements (a), (b): 
 
(d)  System (1.2), (1.3), (1.4) is Robustly Forward Complete, i.e., for every 0≥T  and 0≥R  it 
holds that ( ) +∞<⎭⎬
⎫
⎩⎨
⎧ +∞∈≤∈ ∞
≤≤≤≤
DLdRzxTtzx
z
t
z
);,0[,)(sup,],0[:))((supsup 0
1010
, where ( )ℜ∈ ∞ ];1,0[Lxt  
denotes the solution of (1.2), (1.3), (1.4) with initial condition ( )ℜ∈ ∞ ];1,0[0 Lx , corresponding to 
input ( )DLd );,0[ +∞∈ ∞ , and the property of Uniform Robust Attractivity of Definition 3.3 holds.  
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Property 3: Lyapunov Characterization of RGAS 
 
Theorem 3.4 in [10] and the results of Theorems 3.1, 3.2, 3.4 allow us to obtain a complete 
Lyapunov characterization of the RGAS property for system (1.2), (1.3), (1.4).  
 
Theorem 3.5: Consider system (1.2), (1.3), (1.4) under assumptions (A1), (A2), (A3) and assume 
that }0{=U . The equilibrium point ( )ℜ∈ ∞ ];1,0[0 L  is RGAS for (1.2), (1.3), (1.4) if and only if there 
exists a functional ( ) +∞ ℜ→ℜ];1,0[: LV , a non-decreasing function ++ ℜ→ℜ:Q  and functions 
∞∈Kaa 21,  such that the following inequalities hold:  
 
⎟⎠
⎞⎜⎝
⎛≤≤⎟⎠
⎞⎜⎝
⎛
≤≤≤≤
)(sup)()(sup
10
2
10
1 zxaxVzxa
zz
, for all ( )ℜ∈ ∞ ];1,0[Lx                             (3.40) 
 
)()(sup)(sup,)(supmax)()(
101010
zyzxzyzxQyVxV
zzz
−⎟⎟⎠
⎞
⎜⎜⎝
⎛ ⎟⎠
⎞⎜⎝
⎛≤−
≤≤≤≤≤≤
, for all ( )ℜ∈ ∞ ];1,0[, Lyx      (3.41) 
 
Moreover, for every ( )ℜ∈ ∞ ];1,0[0 Lx , ( )DLd );,0[ +∞∈ ∞ , the solution ( )ℜ∈ ∞ ];1,0[Lxt  of (1.2), (1.3), 
(1.4) with initial condition ( )ℜ∈ ∞ ];1,0[0 Lx , corresponding to input ( )DLd );,0[ +∞∈ ∞  satisfies: 
 
( ) )(exp)( 0xVtxV t −≤ , for all 0≥t                                                  (3.42) 
 
Again, it should be pointed out that inequality (3.41) guarantees that the functional 
( ) +∞ ℜ→ℜ];1,0[: LV  is Lipschitz on bounded sets of the state space ( )ℜ∞ ];1,0[L . However, inequality 
(3.41) does not guarantee Frechet differentiability of the functional ( ) +∞ ℜ→ℜ];1,0[: LV  nor that the 
limit ( ))()(lim 01
0
xVxVt t
t
−−
→ +
 exists for the solution tx  of (1.2), (1.3), (1.4) with initial condition 
( )ℜ∈ ∞ ];1,0[0 Lx , corresponding to input ( )DLd );,0[ +∞∈ ∞ . Notice that inequality (3.42) guarantees 
that for every ( )ℜ∈ ∞ ];1,0[0 Lx , ( )DLd );,0[ +∞∈ ∞ , the solution tx  of (1.2), (1.3), (1.4) with initial 
condition ( )ℜ∈ ∞ ];1,0[0 Lx , corresponding to input ( )DLd );,0[ +∞∈ ∞  satisfies 
( ) )()()(suplim 001
0
xVxVxVt t
t
−≤−−
→ +
. 
 
 
Property 4: Sufficient Conditions for Stability Properties 
 
Theorem 3.5 is not the most convenient way of proving RGAS or ISS for (1.2), (1.3), (1.4). For 
practical purposes we can use the following result, which is a direct consequence of Theorem 2.6 
and the equivalent description of system (1.2), (1.3), (1.4) by means of system (3.7). Its proof is 
omitted. 
 
Theorem 3.6:  Consider system (1.2), (1.3), (1.4) under assumptions (H1), (H2), (H3). Assume 
that there exists a continuous, positive definite and radially unbounded function ++ ℜ→ℜ 1: NW , a 
continuous, non-decreasing function ++ ℜ→ℜ:γ  and a constant )1,0(∈λ  such that the following 
inequality holds for all ( )11 );0,[),( +−∞ ℜ−∈ NcLvp , Dd ∈ , Uu∈ : 
 
( ) ( )usvspWvpudFW
sc
γλ +≤
<≤− −
))(),((sup),,,(
01
                                          (3.43) 
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where )),,,(),...,,,,((:),,,( 11 vpudFvpudFvpudF N+=  and ( ) ℜ→ℜ−×× +−∞ 11 );0,[: Ni cLUDF  ( 1,...,1 += Ni ) 
are defined by (3.8). Then system (1.2), (1.3), (1.4) is ISS from the input 2mUu ℜ⊆∈  uniformly in 
1mDd ℜ⊆∈ . 
 
The use of Theorem 3.6 is illustrated by the following example.  
 
Example 3.7: Consider system (1.2), (1.3), (1.4), where 1=c , 0),( ≡zpa , 1=N , }0{=U , 
∫= 1
0
1 )(),,( dzzxdxudK , 0),,( ≡xudG , gzg =)(1 , ℜ∈g  is a constant and ℜ⊂−= ]1,1[:D , namely the 
system  
∫=∂∂+∂∂
1
0
),()(),(),( dzztxtgdzt
z
xzt
t
x , 0)0,( =tx , 1)( ≤td                            (3.44) 
 
For this example, system (3.7) is given by: 
 
( )
0)(
)(1)()()()(
11
=
−++= ∫∫
−−
tv
dssptstgddssvtdtp
t
t
t
t
                                        (3.45) 
 
and the solution of (3.44) is related to the solution of (3.45) by means of the equations: 
 
∫
−
+−=
t
zt
dwwpgztvztx )()(),( , ∫= 1
0
),()( dzztxtp                                       (3.46) 
 
Clearly, assumptions (H1), (H2), (H3) are satisfied for system (3.45) and assumptions (A1), (A2), 
(A3) are satisfied for system (3.44). In this example we show that the equilibrium point 
( )ℜ∈ ∞ ];1,0[0 L  is RGAS for system (3.44) provided that: 
 
2<g                                                                (3.47) 
 
Indeed, we apply Theorem 3.6 with ( )
′
⎟⎟⎠
⎞
⎜⎜⎝
⎛
++= ∫∫
−−
0,)(1)(:),,,(
0
1
0
1
dsspsgddzsvdvpudF  and 
vkpvpW +=),(  where 
g
k −> 2
2  is a constant. Notice that: 
 
( ) ( )
( ) ))(),((sup
2
1)()(sup
2
1)(sup
2
1)(sup
)(1)()(1)()),,,((
01
1
01
1
0101
0
1
0
1
0
1
0
1
svspWkgsvkspkgspgsv
dsspsgdssvdsspsgdssvdvpudFW
ssss <≤−
−
<≤−
−
<≤−<≤−
−−−−
⎟⎠
⎞⎜⎝
⎛ +=+⎟⎠
⎞⎜⎝
⎛ +≤+≤
++≤++= ∫∫∫∫
 
 
Consequently, (3.43) holds with 1
2
1: 1 <+= −kgλ  (with 0≡γ ). The condition (3.47) is sharp: for  
2=g  and 1)( ≡td , system (3.44) admits the family of constant solutions zQztx =),(  for ]1,0[∈z , 
where ℜ∈Q  and consequently the equilibrium point ( )ℜ∈ ∞ ];1,0[0 L  is not RGAS.      
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4. An Illustrative Example 
 
Consider system (1.2), (1.3), (1.4), where 1=c , 0),( ≡zpa , 1=N , ℜ=U , )1(),(1 xxuK = , gzg =)(1 , 
ℜ∈g  is a constant and Dd ∈  is irrelevant. This problem was studied in [12] and a boundary 
feedback control of the form: 
 
∫= 1
0
)()(),( dzzxzkxuG                                                              (4.1) 
 
was designed, where the kernel ( )ℜ∈ ];1,0[1Ck  was explicitly given and guaranteed finite time 
stability for the corresponding closed-loop system. Here we will provide an alternative 
methodology for the design of a robust stabilizer for system (1.2), (1.3), (1.4) with ℜ∈= uxuG ),( , 
namely, the system 
  
)1,(),(),( txgzt
z
xzt
t
x =∂
∂+∂
∂ , )()0,( tutx =                                          (4.2) 
 
For this example, system (3.7) is given by: 
)()(
)()1()(
0
1
tutv
dsstpgtvtp
=
++−= ∫
−                                                       (4.3) 
 
and the solution of (4.2) is related to the solution of (4.3) by means of the equations: 
 
∫
−
+−=
t
zt
dwwpgztvztx )()(),( , )1,()( txtp =                                       (4.4) 
 
Clearly, assumptions (H1), (H2), (H3) are satisfied for system (4.3) and assumptions (A1), (A2), 
(A3) are satisfied for system (4.2). Equations (4.3) imply that the following differential equation 
holds for almost all 0≥t  for which the solution of (4.3) exists: 
 
 ( ) ( ) )1()1()1()()1()( −+−−−−=−− tgvtgptvtpgtvtp
dt
d                                 (4.5) 
 
Consequently, the following equation holds for all 00 ≥≥ tt  for which the solution of (4.3) exists: 
 
 
( )( )
( ) ( )∫∫ −−+−−−
−−−+−=
t
t
t
t
dssvstggdsspstgg
tvtpttgtvtp
00
)1()(exp)1()(exp
)1()()(exp)1()( 000
                                  (4.6) 
 
Using (4.6) with 00 =t , we can show that for every initial condition and for every ( )ℜℜ∈ +∞ ;locLu  
the solution of (4.3) is bounded for all )1,0[∈t : therefore, Theorem 2.2 implies that the solution 
exists for all )1,0[∈t . Using induction we conclude that for every initial condition and for every 
( )ℜℜ∈ +∞ ;locLu  the corresponding solution of (4.3) exists for all 0≥t . Moreover, using (4.3) and 
(4.6) with 10 −= tt  we conclude that system (4.3) satisfies the following equations for 1≥t  a.e.: 
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( )
)()(
)())1(exp()())1(exp()exp()1()(
1
2
1
2
tutv
dssvstggdsspstgggtvtp
t
t
t
t
=
−−+−−−+−= ∫∫ −
−
−
−                (4.7) 
 
It is clear that the feedback law: 
( ) ∫∫
−−
−−−−−=
t
t
t
t
dssvstggdsspstgggtu
11
)())(exp()())(exp()exp()(                               (4.8) 
   
guarantees that the closed-loop system (4.3) with (4.8) satisfies for 1≥t  a.e.: 
 
( )( )∫
−
+−−++−−=
=
0
1
)()exp()exp()()exp()(
0)(
dwwtpgwgwtvgwgtv
tp
                                  (4.9) 
 
Using (4.3) (and the equation ∫
−
++−+=
0
1
)1()1()( dsstpgtptv ) we can conclude from (4.9) that 0)( =tv  
for 1≥t .  
 
At this point, we should emphasize that we have achieved finite-time stabilization of the system 
(4.3) by means of the feedback law (4.8). However, we have not achieved stabilization of system 
(4.2) by means of a feedback law of the form (4.1). This remains to be shown. Indeed, using (4.4) 
we get from (4.8):   
( )
( )
( ) ∫∫ ∫∫
∫∫
∫∫
−+−−−=
−−−−−=
−−−−−=
−−
−
−−
1
0
1
0
2
1
1
01
11
),()exp()()exp()())(exp()exp(
)()exp()())(exp()exp(
)())(exp()())(exp()exp()(
dzztxgzgdzdsspgzgdsspstggg
dzztvgzgdsspstggg
dssvstggdsspstgggtu
t
zt
t
t
t
t
t
t
t
t
 
 
Integrating by parts we get:  
( )∫∫∫
∫ ∫∫ ∫
∫ ∫∫ ∫
−−
−−
−−
−−=−−=
⎟⎟⎠
⎞
⎜⎜⎝
⎛
−⎟⎟⎠
⎞
⎜⎜⎝
⎛
=
=
t
t
t
t
t
zt
t
zt
t
zt
t
zt
dsspstgggdzztpgzgdsspgg
dzdssp
dz
dgzgdzdsspgz
dz
dg
dzdsspgz
dz
dgdzdsspgzg
1
1
01
1
0
1
0
1
0
1
0
2
)())(exp()exp()()exp()()exp(
)()exp()()exp(
)())(exp()()exp(
 
and consequently we obtain ∫−= 1
0
),()exp()( dzztxgzgtu , which is a boundary feedback law of the 
form (4.1) with )exp()( gzgzk −= . Consequently, using (4.4) we conclude that the feedback law 
(4.1) with )exp()( gzgzk −=  achieves finite-time stabilization of system (4.2). Indeed, we can prove 
the existence of a constant 1≥M  so that the following estimate holds for the solution of the 
closed-loop system (4.3) with (4.8): 
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⎟⎠
⎞⎜⎝
⎛ +≤+
<≤−<≤−<≤−<≤−
)(sup)(sup)()(sup)(sup
010111
spsvtMspsv
sststtst
σ , for all 0≥t               (4.10) 
 
where 
⎩⎨
⎧
≥
∈=
20
)2,0[1
)(
tif
tif
tσ . Using (4.4) we get )(sup)(sup),(sup
1110
spgsvztx
tsttstz <≤−<≤−≤<
+≤ . The previous 
inequality, estimate (4.10) and the fact that (4.4) must hold, allow us (by selecting 0)( ≡sp  for 
)0,1[−∈s , which by virtue of (4.4) gives ),0()( qxqv =−  for ]1,0(∈q ) to obtain the estimate: 
 ( ) ),0(sup)(1),(sup
1010
zxtMgztx
zz ≤<≤<
+≤ σ , for all 0≥t                            (4.11) 
 
The analysis presented so far allowed us to obtain some different features from the analysis in 
[12]:  
 
1) The implementation of the feedback law: It follows from (4.4) that the feedback law (4.8) can 
be implemented by using the following distributed delay feedback law:  
 
( ) ∫∫
−−
−−−−−=
t
t
t
t
dssxstggdssxstgggtu
11
)0,())(exp()1,())(exp()exp()(                                 (4.12) 
 
The feedback law (4.12) shows that we do not need to measure the whole state profile: we only 
need to measure ),( ztx  at two different space points 0=z  and 1=z .  
 
2) The issue of the state space: It should be emphasized that the feedback law 
∫−= 1
0
),()exp()( dzztxgzgtu  is exactly the same with that obtained in [12]. However, we have proved 
that estimate (4.11) holds for initial conditions )(),0( 0 zxzx =  for ]1,0[∈z  with ( )ℜ∈ ∞ ];1,0[0 Lx . 
Moreover, no compatibility condition (e.g., ∫−=+→
1
0
00
0
)()exp()(lim dzzxgzgzx
z
) is required to hold.  
 
3) Control actuator errors: The implementation of the feedback law ∫−= 1
0
),()exp()( dzztxgzgtu  may 
result to the equation: 
 )(),()exp()(
1
0
twdzztxgzgtu +−= ∫ , for 0≥t                                  (4.13) 
where ( )ℜℜ∈ +∞ ;Lw  is the control actuator error. Using the framework described in the present 
work, we are in a position to study the closed-loop system (4.2) with (4.13). In this case, we get 
the integral delay system: 
( ) ∫∫
∫
−−
−
+−−+−−−=
++−=
0
1
0
1
0
1
)()exp()()exp()exp()()(
)()1()(
dsstvgsgdsstpgsggtwtv
dsstpgtvtp
              (4.14) 
with ( )ℜℜ∈ +∞ ;Lw  as input. Using (4.7), we get for all 1≥t : 
∫
−
+−=−=
0
1
)()()(,)1()( dsstwgtwtvtwtp                                             (4.15) 
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which can give us the existence of constants 1≥M , 0≥γ  such that the following estimate holds:  
 
)(sup)(sup)(sup)()(sup)(sup
0010111
swspsvtMspsv
tssststtst ≤≤<≤−<≤−<≤−<≤−
+⎟⎠
⎞⎜⎝
⎛ +≤+ γσ , for all 0≥t          (4.16) 
where 
⎩⎨
⎧
≥
∈=
20
)2,0[1
)(
tif
tif
tσ . Estimate (4.16) shows that the ISS property holds for system (4.14). 
Estimate (4.16) shows (using exactly the same arguments as above) that the following estimate 
holds for the solution of (4.2) with (4.13): 
  ( ) ( ) )(sup1),0(sup)(1),(sup
01010
swgzxtMgztx
tszz ≤≤≤<≤<
+++≤ γσ , for all 0≥t               (4.17) 
 
which is exactly the ISS property for the closed-loop system (4.2) with (4.13).  
 
Having presented the analysis of the example, we are in a position to point out certain 
shortcomings of the proposed methodology of the conversion of a single FOH-PDE to a system 
described by IDEs: 
 
i) The major shortcoming of the above analysis is that the researcher studies a different system (an 
integral delay system) from the original one (a system described by first-order hyperbolic pdes). 
This is important, because a stabilizing feedback law for (4.3) may not be equivalent to a state 
feedback law for (4.2): it may involve delay terms. Therefore, a stabilizing feedback law for (4.3), 
when expressed in the original “coordinates” may not give us a closed-loop system of the form 
(4.2) but rather a system described by a single first-order hyperbolic PDE with delays.    
 
ii) Another shortcoming of the above analysis is the specific form (1.2), (1.3), (1.4) for which the 
conversion to a system described by IDEs can be used. Not all systems described by first-order 
hyperbolic pdes can be expressed by (1.2), (1.3), (1.4): the requirement that the functionals 
( ) ℜ→ℜ× ∞ ];1,0[: LWKi  ( Ni ,...,1= ) are not allowed to depend on ]1,0[∈z  is restrictive. There are 
systems which are studied in [12] but cannot be studied in the proposed framework. However, one 
must bear in mind that a preliminary integral transformation can be applied so that the 
transformed system is of the form (1.2), (1.3), (1.4).  
 
 
 
5. Concluding Remarks 
 
This paper establishes the equivalence between systems described by a single first-order 
hyperbolic partial differential equation and systems described by integral delay equations. 
System-theoretic results are provided for both classes of systems: 
1) the Boundedness-Implies-Continuation property and the property of Lipschitz dependence 
on initial conditions (Theorem 2.1 and Theorem 3.1), 
2) the robustness of an equilibrium point for systems with external inputs (Theorem 2.2 and 
Theorem 3.2), 
3) characterizations of the Input-to-State Stability and Robust Global Asymptotic Stability 
(Theorem 2.4 and Theorem 3.4), 
4) converse Lyapunov results (Theorem 2.5 and Theorem 3.5) 
5) sufficient conditions for Input-to-State Stability and Robust Global Asymptotic Stability 
(Theorem 2.6 and Theorem 3.6). 
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The proposed framework can allow the study of discontinuous solutions for nonlinear systems 
described by a single first-order hyperbolic partial differential equation under the effect of 
measurable inputs acting on the boundary and/or on the differential equation. This aspect is 
important from a control-theoretic point of view because all systems are subject to disturbances 
(modelling errors, control actuator errors and measurement errors), which are typically modeled 
by measurable inputs. An illustrative example shows that the conversion of a system described by 
a single first-order hyperbolic partial differential equation to an integral delay system can simplify 
considerably the solution of the corresponding robust feedback stabilization problem. 
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